Fourteenth Session, Commencing at 4.30 pm

OLYMPIC, BRITISH EMPIRE & COMMONWEALTH GAMES MEDALS

3685*
Paris 1924, VIII Olympiad, Official Medal of the Participants, in bronze (55mm) engraver, Raoul Benard, minted by Monnaie
de Paris. In Olympic Paris case, a few small edge nicks, otherwise very fine.
$200

3686
Sydney 1938, British Empire Games, Medal of the Winners, in antiqued silver (64mm octagonal), engraver, D.E.Morden,
by Stokes, Melb., unnamed; souvenir programme of same Games with names of competitors, placegetters and times written
in ink in Athletics section; also Edmonton Commonwealth Games, commemorative medal, 1978, in bronze (43.5mm). The
first with nicks and scuffing and plugged holes at sides where it has been mounted, otherwise very fine, the programme with
some paper loss at edge and edge tears, otherwise fine, the last uncirculated. (3)
$70

3687*
British Empire Games Commemorative Medal, Sydney 1938, in antiqued bronze (63x75mm), engraved by D.E.Morden,
made by Stokes, Melb (C.1938/22). Good very fine and scarce.
$180
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3688*
Sydney British Empire Games, 1938, official's badge in bronze, numbered on reverse, 460, by Stokes & Sons, Melbourne,
with ribbon; VII British Empire and Commonwealth Games Perth, Western Australia, 1962, Participation Medal in bronze
(57mm), by K.G.Luke, Melb. The last with small edge bump on obverse and some sticky residue on reverse, otherwise both
extremely fine. (2)
$150

3689*
New Zealand 1950, British Empire Games, Medal of the Winners, bronze (63mm) by M & K Ltd (Mayer & Kean), N.Z.,
inscribed on reverse, 'Water - Polo'. In case of issue, a few handling marks, toned, otherwise extremely fine.
$200
Although recognised as a sport by the Commonwealth Games Federation, water polo has only featured in the Games once and that was at the 1950 British
Empire Games in Auckland, New Zealand. The only participants were Australia and New Zealand with Australia winning all three matches. The Australian team
members received Gold medals, New Zealand received Silver medals and Bronze medals were not awarded, hence no recipient's name on above medal.

3690*
XVIth Olympiad Melbourne, Presentation Medal by the Trustees to Commemorate the Opening Day of Olympic Park, 1956,
in gilt bronze (47mm) (C.1956/8), by K.G.Luke, unnamed. Small rub mark on reverse, otherwise uncirculated.
$100
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3691*
Olympic Games Melbourne, 1956, commemorative medal in bronze (63.5mm) (C.1956/5), by Andor Mezsaros.
Uncirculated.
$200
3692
XVI Olympina Melbourne, 1956, in oxidised silver (38mm) (C.1956/6); XXth Olympic Games Munich, 1972, team support
award medal in bronze (57mm) (C.1972/21), unnamed; XII Commonwealth Games Brisbane, 1982, commemorative medal
in bronze (57mm) (C.1982/13); Games of the XXIIIrd Olympiad Los Angeles, 1984, Network 10 Australia medal in gilt
bronze (63mm) (C.1984/18). The first extremely fine, the rest uncirculated. (4)
$120

3693*
Tokyo 1964, XVIII Olympiad, Official Medal of the Participants, in dark bronze (61mm) engraver, Taro Okamoto, edge
impressed Naigai Art Ind., in timber case of issue, back of case marked, 'W.H.Northam'; also The Tokyo Metropolitan
Government, presentation medal in silver (?) (38mm), unnamed, in case of issue. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (2)
$250
Both medals with note to indicate medals from Bill Northam Collection.
Sir William Herbert 'Bill' Northam CBE, was a prominent businessman and did not take up sailing until his late 40s. He was successful in various sailing
events, notably the Sayonara Cup in 1955 and 1956. He set himself the challenge of competing in the Olympic Games and travelled to the United States, where
he arranged for a naval architect to design and build him a yacht, which he named Barrenjoey after the Barrenjoey Head Lighthouse near his Sydney home.
He and his team qualified for the 1964 Summer Olympics in Tokyo, Japan, despite misgivings about Northam's age, now 59. He marched in the opening
ceremony with his son Rod, who was a reserve member of the rowing team. The Australian team competed in the 5.5 metre class, and ended up winning the
gold medal. It was Australia's first Olympic gold for sailing, and Northam remains the oldest Australian to win an Olympic gold medal.
See also lots 3675 and 3679.
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3694
Kingston Jamaica 1966, VIII British Empire and Commonwealth Games, commemorative medal, in bronze (53mm);
Christchurch New Zealand, X British Commonwealth Games, 1974, competitors and officials commemorative medal, in
bronze (64mm) (M&P.1974/3). The first in unofficial case, the second in capsule, uncirculated. (2)
$100
3695
Mexico Olympics, 1968, in bronze and silvered bronze (63mm) (C.1968/9); Commercial Bank of Australia Commemorating
Australia's Participation in XXI Olympiad Montreal, 1976, in silver (39mm) (C.1976/14); also USA, souvenir medal of XXIII
Olympics in Los Angeles, 1984, in silvered metal (38mm). The first pair in set case, this with foxing on lid lining and marks
on outside, the second in case with foxing on lid lining, the last in plastic case, uncirculated. (2 + set of 2)
$50

NEW ZEALAND HISTORICAL MEDALS

3696*
New Zealand International Exhibition, 1882, prize medal in silver (35.5mm), (M.1882/25), unnamed. Toned, scuff marks,
otherwise good very fine and very rare.
$200
Catalogue rates as R6 (4-10 known).

3697
Queen Victoria Diamond Jubilee, 1897, in white metal (26mm) (M.1897/6); Jubilee of Canterbury, 1900, in bronze (23.5mm)
(M.1900/33); Duke & Duchess of Cornwall & York Visit, 1901, in bronze (27mm) (M.1901/6, 8, 9, 10 [3]) (6); Dominion
Day, 1907, in white metal (27mm) (M.1901/1 [2], 1907/4 [2]) (4); Titirangi Primary School Centenary, 1972, gilt uniface
disc (35mm), with ribbon hole; Lord's Prayer lapel badge made from a New Zealand silver medalet of 1882 (cf M.1882/9)
and Great Britain silver threepence; also New Zealand International Exhibition, 1882, in brass (25mm) (M.1882/15). The
first and last poor, the rest fine - extremely fine. (15)
$50

3698*
Otago Jubilee Industrial Exhibition, 1898, in bronze (38mm) by Moller, Dunedin (M.1898/5). Some mint red, light scuff
marks on reverse, otherwise virtually uncirculated.
$150
3699
J.R.Montague, Palmerston North, Return of NZ Contingent from Transvaal, (1902), in bronze (27mm) (M.1902/3); also
tokens Dundee Corporation Tramways one penny section (G18) (2); Manawatu Farmers' Co-operative Association, one
shilling (G.40); Wairarapa Farmers' Co-operative Association, five, two and one shillings (G.114, 116, 117). Poor - extremely
fine. (7)
$50
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3700*
Special Constabulary Mounted, Auckland 1913 (M.1913/6), at bottom of reverse inscribed, 'L. M. L. F Bartrop'. Nearly
fine and rare.
$250
In October 1913 there was a 'Great Strike' that affected all of New Zealand. It began on Wellington's wharves on 22 October 1913 and then spread, by 28th
reaching Auckland. The Reform government planned to use the Army to intervene and occupy the wharves but then decided to use specially appointed civilian
special constables. The first of these were signed up in November 1913 and in Auckland more than 1,900 were appointed, mainly from rural areas.
Ludlow Maynard La Costa Fox Bartrop was one of those appointed as a Special Mounted Constable. He also served in WWI with the Auckland Mounted
Rifles, service number 13/294. He embarked on 16 October 1914 to Egypt and then to Gallipoli where he was KIA on 8 August 1915 at age 41. He is
commemorated at the Chunuk Bair (New Zealand) Memorial at Gallipoli, Turkey. He was the son of Major George Frederick and Julia Bartrop of Armidale,
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.

3701*
New Zealand Numismatic Society, 1935, Waitangi - Bledisloe medal in bronze (51mm), by M&K (Mayer & Kean) (M.1935/1).
In case of issue and with card of issue with full details of medal, traces of mint red, one small verdigris spot in lettering,
otherwise uncirculated.
$200
3702
New Zealand Centennial, 1840-1940, issued by the New Zealand Numismatic Society, in silver (38mm) (M.1940/1); Wellington
Chamber of Commerce Centenary, 1956, in bronze (48mm) (M&P.1956/1), obverse, arms of the Chamber of Commerce,
reverse, Plimmer's Noah's Ark. Uncirculated. (2)
$80

3703*
Gallipoli Heroes, uniface, struck in bronze (octagon, 38x38mm) (M.G/1). Very fine and very rare.
$200
3704
Otago Centenary, 1948, in oxidised bronze (52mm) (M&P.1948/1); Canterbury Centennial, 1950, in matt silver (50mm)
and another in matt bronze (50mm) (M&P.1950/1) (2); another with identical obverse but wreath on reverse, 1950, in matt
bronze (50mm) (M&P.1950/4). The third with small oxidation spot on reverse, otherwise extremely fine - uncirculated. (4)
$200
250

3705
Introduction of Decimal Currency, 1967, issued by The Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand, in bright bronze (63mm)
by J.Berry (M&P.1967/3); The Wahine, 1968, issued by The Historical Medal Society of Australia & New Zealand, in bronze
(38mm), by Luke of Melbourne (M&P.1968/3); Auckland City Centennial, 1971, in copper (42mm) (M&P.1971/2); Royal
Numismatic Society of New Zealand 50th Jubilee, 1981, in silver and also in copper (49mm) (M&P.1981/1) (2); National
Coinage 50th Anniversary, 1983, issued by The Numismatic Society of Auckland, in bronze (38mm) (M&P.1983/1) (2).
In cases or packs of issue, the second and third packs affected by moisture and plastic break-down, the 1971 medal with
verdigris, otherwise uncirculated. (7)
$120
3706
Introduction of Decimal Coinage, 1967, issued by Numismatic Society of Auckland, in bronze (48mm) (M&P.1967/4);
Auckland City Centenary, 1971, issued by The Historical Medal Society of Australia & New Zealand, in copper (38mm)
(M&P.1971/6); Auckland Harbour Board Centenary, 1971, issued by The Historical Medal Society of Australia & New
Zealand, in copper (38mm) (M&P.1971/9); Xth British Commonwealth Games Christchurch, 1974, Kia Ora (Be Well/Healthy)
medal, cast in cupro nickel, (M&P.1974/5), with suspension loop and white neck cord; Colin Quincey - Tasman Trespasser,
1977, in bronze (42mm), by Kevin J.Berry (M&P.1977/15). The second last toned, otherwise uncirculated. (5)
$50
3707
Edward VIII Abdication 50th Anniversary, 1986, in antique bronze, silvered bronze, gilt bronze and bronze coloured aluminium,
silver coloured aluminium, and gold coloured aluminium (all 51mm), obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII left,
reverse, text (M&P.1986/4) (6); also similar design, 1986, printed on gilt board (39mm), one in black ink and one in blue
ink, both upset on reverse, by Morel. Uncirculated. (8)
$50

3708*
Mahurangi Agricultural Society, 1st Prize medal, undated (c1880s), in silver (44.5mm), by A.Teutenberg, Auckland, unnamed.
A few edge nicks and bumps, digs on naming shield on reverse, otherwise fine and very scarce.
$250

3709*
Wellington Industrial Exhibition, 1927, souvenir brass tray (61mm), by Precision NZ, in the centre is a Kiwi facing left and
a wreath of silver fern, around the edge at the top, 'What Wellington Makes', and the bottom, 'Makes Wellington'. Good
fine.
$50
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3710*
New Zealand Police Medal, missing suspension bar. No 2498. Detective H.C.Murch. N.Z.Police 1936. Engraved. Very
fine.
$100
Henry Charles Murch, telegraph operator with NZ Govt Railway, born20Oct1894 at Waikanae, New Zealand; Enl.18Oct1915; Emb.08Jan1916 from
Wellington for Egypt as Driver with NZ Fd Arty; Disch.13May1919; joined NZ Police Force and became a Police Detective; in 1935 he and Det W.McLennan,
both based in Auckland, were the first two officers of the NZ detective force to be sent to England for training at Scotland Yard, returning in 1936; in England
they spent 8 weeks at the Metropolitan Police College at Hendon attending a 6-weeks' course for Criminal Investigation Department officers, then they were
attached to Scotland Yard followed by service at various divisional headquarters; February 1939 promoted to Detective Sergeant; died at Palmerston North
on 24 March 1963.

3711*
France, Universal Exposition Paris, 1889, in bronze (63mm), by Louis Bottee, obverse, Marianne crowning a seated half naked
artisan with Expo pavilion and Eiffel Tower below, reverse, Fame seated on a tree branch, blowing trumpet, star above and
head of Marianne at right, named in relief in panel, 'Western Packing And/Canning Company A Patea'. Extremely fine.
$150
The Western Packing and Canning Company was started in 1888 at Patea in South Taranaki, New Zealand and was built on the area of land known as
'Raumano' Place beside the Patea River.
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GREAT BRITAIN HISTORICAL MEDALS

3712*
London Christ Hospital School badge, 1673, uniface in thin silver plate (79mm), by John Roettier, with four pierced holes
at edge for sewing to uniform, obverse, figures of Arithmetic holding a tablet and her left hand resting on a boy's head (a
Bluecoat boy), Mathematics holding a triangle and compasses, and Astronomy holding an armillary sphere, above on clouds
is the infant Fame blowing a trumpet and a cherub holding a caduceus, and Zephyrs blow a favourable wind upon ships
at the bottom left, above the legend, 'AVSPICIO CAROL SECVNDI.REGIS.1673' (Under the auspices of King Charles II).
Very fine.
$250
These badges were sewn to the coats of the 40 mathematical students of the nautical school known as the Royal Mathematical Foundation, established within
Christ's Hospital School (the Bluecoat School) in 1672. The design is based on the reverse of the mathematical school foundation medal also by Roettier.

3713
Peace of Utrecht, 1713, in silver (35mm) (Eimer 460), holed near top edge; Death of William IV, 1837, in white metal (58mm)
(BHM 1717; Eimer 1295); Obsequies for the Duke of Wellington, 1852, in white metal (65mm) (BHM 2499); Voyage of SS
Great Britain from Bristol to London, 1845, in white metal (44mm) (BHM 2210). The last dark toned on obverse, otherwise
fine - good very fine. (4)
$120
3714
Admiral Vernon medals, 1739, in bronze, Vernon and Sr Chaloner Ogle facing and full length (Adams & Chao CAvo 3-D),
Vernon full length left with sword, ships and canon (Adams & Chao HAv 1-B), Vernon three-quarters length left with baton
in left hand (Adams & Chao cf PBv 13-K [but no dot after S in Ships], Devil leads prisoner Walpole left (Adams & Chao
NLa 1-A), Duke of Argyle with implements of war and flag (Adams & Chao NLv 5-D). In 2x2 holders with details, the third
holed near edge, otherwise good - fine. (5)
$100
3715
Admiral Vernon medals, 1739, in bronze, Fort Chagre issues, three-quarter length Vernon with tree beside types (Adams &
Chao FCv 5-D, 7-H) (2), full length Vernon types (Adams & Chao FCv 12-P, 14-S, 15-V) (3). In 2x2 holders with details,
poor - fine. (5)
$120
3716
Admiral Vernon medals, 1739, in bronze, Vernon facing Commodore Brown three-quarter length figure types (Adams &
Chao PBv 4-G, 5-H, 7-K, 7-L, 8-M). Two holed near edge and one holed at and through edge, good - very good. (5)
$70
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3717
Admiral Vernon medals, 1739, in bronze, three-quarter length Vernon left (Adams & Chao PBvi 1-A), full length Vernon
types with ship and canon (Adams & Chao PBvi 5-F, 13-Q, 20-II) (3). In 2x2 holders with details, good - fine. (4)
$100

3718*
Admiral Vernon, He Took Porto Bello, 1739, in bronze (36mm), obverse, legend starts 'The British Glory Revived', Vernon full
length with ship at left and canon at right, sword in right hand and baton in left pointing at M, reverse, six ships in harbour
with buildings, steeple at E, spire right of O and tower at I (Adams & Chao PBvi 18-CC). Good fine.
$100
3719
Admiral Vernon medals, 1739, in bronze, Vernon standing and Lezo kneeling with Don Blass text above types (Adams &
Chao PBvl 3-B, 5-D) (2), three-quarter length Vernon left and holding baton types (Adams & Chao PBv 9-F, 14-K, 22-S, 27W, 42-RR) (5). The second with some loss around edge and the fifth with hole near edge, otherwise good - very good. (7)
$100
3720
William Duke of Cumberland, British Hero, 1745, in bronze (36mm), Duke as Hercules defeating the Hydra of dissension
(MI 605/261), also (34mm) Carlisle Taken (MI 605/262); Hampshire, Southampton, Admiral Earl Howe farthing, 1794
(D&H 101); King of Prussia & Prince Ferdinand, drove the French out of the land, 1758, in bronze (38mm). The last with
some loss of metal around edge, poor - very good. (4)
$50

3721*
Society of Arts, Mercury and Minerva Medal, 1753, in gold (22ct; 92.15g; 52mm) (Eimer 647), by W.Wyon, obverse, conjoined
busts of Mercury and Minerva left, with the legend, 'Arts And Commerce Promoted', reverse, around the top is inscribed, 'To
Mr. J.Park. MDCCCXVIII' (1818), below is a closed wreath and inside is inscribed, 'For His/Cast Iron Mooring/Block', at the
base, 'Socy Insd/London 1753'. In an unofficial case, edge nicks and bump and a few areas on edge where the medal has been
subject to gold testing, hairlines and a few scratches and digs, medal slightly bowed, otherwise extremely fine and scarce.
$4,500
Records state that Mr J.Park was awarded a large gold medal as follows.
Description of a Mooring Block by Mr J.Park of Portsmouth with an engraving - letters to and from the Navy Board on his tests and development of an
improved mooring block for the security of His Majesty's ships. This was done while he was an apprentice master-attendant at Portsmouth Naval Dockyard
rising to the head of the department by 1812. The Navy Board found Mr Park's design was superior to anything else available and would prove advantageous
to the Naval Service. An 11-page account of the above is recorded in The Repertory of Patent Inventions: And Other Discoveries and Improvements in Arts,
Manufactures and Agriculture by G. and T.Wilkie, 1819, pp155-165.
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3722*
Love token, shaved halfpenny, one side engraved with scene of a man farewelling a woman with a fort on a mountain top at
the left and at the right a ship, on the other side is inscribed, Wm/Clayton/1763'. Very fine.
$100

3723*
Admiral Earl Howe, Naval Victory of the 1st June 1794, in bronze (48mm) (BHM 387, Eimer 856), by C.H.Kuchler, obverse,
Howe bust right, reverse, Neptune advancing in a marine car. Nearly extremely fine.
$100

3724
Free Grammar School of Queen Elizabeth at Penrith, 1797 (modern issue), Bleamire Medal, in white metal (47mm), obverse,
half facing bust of Elizabeth I, reverse, 11-lines of text; Eton College Regular Attendance medal, in white metal (45mm), no
suspender or suspension hole, unnamed. Extremely fine. (2)
$50

part

3725*
London Institution, 1807, member's medal in bronze (43mm), by W.Wyon, reverse with number 973 on horizontal lined
background below shield and impressed vertically to right of shield is the number 827*; Universal Cookery & Food Association,
1899 Prix D'Honneur medal in silver (38mm), by J.A.Restall, reverse inscribed, 'R & A. Main.' The first nearly extremely
fine, the second with edge bumps and holed near top, very good. (2)
$90
The London Institution was established on 18 January 1806 in the house of Sir William Clayton. Its purpose was to procure the advancement of literature
and the diffusion of useful knowledge. The total number of 'proprietors' (members) was limited to 1,000.
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3726*
Joseph Banks, 1816, in bronze (40mm) (Eimer 1088), by B.Wyon after T.Wyon, obverse, bust of Banks right, reverse, an
open book decorated with a garland and wheatsheaf. A few thin scrape marks and metal flaw on reverse and very minor
edge nicks, otherwise extremely fine.
$250

3727*
George III, Chester King and Constitution Club, 1817, in white metal (45mm), with unofficial pierced hole at top with loop
for suspension. Toned, nearly extremely fine.
$80
3728
George IV, (1820s), (cf BHM 1215 bust design by B.Wyon), uniface tin sample strike (58mm). Good very fine.
$50

lot 3729
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3729*
Free Waterman badge, Thames, City of London, c1820s, in a silver plated tin layer applied over pressed bronze plate (oval
and arched 115x120mm), features City of London's arms over a plaque in which is engraved the licence number, '3614',
below is the arms of the Free Watermen, the badge was worn as a brassard by being sewn to the sleeve of the waterman's
coat. Extremely fine and rare.
$400
Badge No.3614 was issued to James Charles Upton on 24 June 1809, see article in The Australiana Society, Australiana magazine, Vol 29 No 1, February
2007, Licensed Boatman badges by Les Carlisle.
See lot 3958.

3730*
Free Waterman badge, Thames, City of London, c1820s, in a copper plate layer applied over pressed bronze plate, (circular
120mm), features City of London's arms over a plaque in which is engraved the licence number, '6022', below is the arms
of the Free Watermen, the badge was worn as a brassard by being sewn to the sleeve of the waterman's coat. Very fine and
rare.
$350
Badge No. 6022 was issued to James Isleworth Dyckhoff, see article in The Australiana Society, Australiana magazine, Vol 29 No 1, February 2007, Licensed
Boatman badges by Les Carlisle.
See lot 3958.
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 61, August 1999 (lot 846) and Glendining's Sale, 21 March 1990 (lot 116 part).

part

3731*
Royal Calendar medal, for year 1828, in oxidised brass (38mm); Cambridge University Boat Club, undated (c1880s), prize
medal in silver (50.5mm), obverse, university arms, reverse, wreath and inside in Latin, 'I Side/Triumphata/Remigibus Suis/
Granta Memor', unnamed, by Peters, Cambridge. The last with some edge bumps, otherwise very fine - good very fine. (2)
$100
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3732*
City of London School, 1834, in silver (57mm), by B.Wyon (Eimer 1279), obverse, facade of the school building, reverse,
Knowledge seated right instructs standing youth leaning on a tablet inscribed 'JOHN/CARPENTER/1447', and with London
City arms at top. Detail on tablet worn, otherwise very fine/fine.
$100

part

3733*
London Missionary Society, Missionary Ship John Williams, 1844, in white metal (41mm), by J.Davis (BHM 2201; Eimer
1384), holed for suspension, obverse ship John Williams sailing right, reverse, 17-lines of text; M.Loubet, President of France
Visit to England, 1903, in silvered bronze (33mm) (BHM 3891). The first with oxidation spot at right edge at 3 o'clock, the
second with discolouration on left side of obverse, otherwise extremely fine. (2)
$100

3734
Great Exhibition, London, 1851, (4) all in white metal, Queen Victoria and Prince Albert and Exhibition Building (51mm)
(BHM 2419); Queen Victoria and Exhibition Building (51mm) (BHM 2420), pierced hole at top edge; Prince Albert and
Royal Arms (37.5) (BHM 2459; Eimer 1463) (2, die 1 with 'W.J.Taylor Medallist/London' under bust and die 2 with 'W J
Taylor London' under bust). The first affected by oxidation, the rest very fine - extremely fine. (4)
$70

3735
The International Exhibition, London, 1851, in white metal (30mm), (BHM 2427), by Allen & Moore, obverse, view of
Exhibition Building, reverse, 13-lines of text; The International Exhibition, London, 1851, in white metal (30mm), (BHM
2440), by Heaton, holed at top edge, obverse, view of Exhibition Building, reverse, 9-lines of text; Crystal Palace Opened,
1854, in white metal (64mm), (BHM 2549; Eimer 1487), by Pinches, obverse, female figure, lamb and helmet at her feet,
opens the doors of Industry and Science to the exhibition, reverse, the Exhibition Building; Crystal Palace Exhibition Building,
London, 1862 (3) all different, two in white metal (25 & 26mm) the first holed near edge, one in brass (21mm), all feature
Exhibition Building on one side. The first with several edge bumps, otherwise fine - good very fine. (6)
$50
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3736*
Great Exhibition Council Medal, 1851, in bronze (89mm), (BHM 2461; Eimer 1455), obverse by W.Wyon, conjoined busts
of Victoria and Albert left, trident at side and dolphins below, reverse by H.Bonnardell and (J.F.) Domard, standing figures of
Commerce and Industry, their hands clasped, each crowned by Britannia, facing and upon a platform before flags of nations,
struck by Royal Mint, edge inscribed, 'Council Medal Of The Exhibition. Sharp Brothers & Co, Class VI.' One small oxidation
spot, some very minor rubbing on a few high spots, otherwise nearly uncirculated and very scarce.
$1,250
Ref: Illustrated London News July 26, 1851.
There were only 174 Council medals awarded, 80 to British recipients and 94 to foreign recipients.

3737
Great Exhibition Prize Medal, 1851, copy in silver filled plate over a non-metal compound (74mm), (cf BHM 2462; Eimer
1456), obverse by W.Wyon, conjoined busts of Victoria and Albert left, trident at side and dolphins below, no reverse just a
felt backing to the compound below, a slightly smaller version of the original medal, edge hallmarked for London 1978 and
maker BJS, impressed, 'Presentation Prize Medal of The Exhibition Henry Cole, Executive Committee'; Calcutta International
Exhibition 1883-84, award medal in bronze (51mm), obverse, bust of Queen Victoria left, unnamed; British Empire Exhibition,
1924, in silver (28mm) (BHM 4194; Eimer 1991), by W.McMillan, with fitted suspension loop, obverse, head of Mercury
left, reverse, shipping at wharf, large furnaces and chimneys, with an original small medal envelope with printed details,
'British Empire/Exhibition/Keepsake Medal/No.2/Silver/Royal Mint'. The first in unofficial case, this damaged, medal with
a few small edge nicks, otherwise extremely fine; the second in official case, medal with edge bumps and nicks on reverse,
otherwise nearly uncirculated; the last with envelope toned and with small hole, medal very fine. (3)
$90
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3738*
Great Exhibition Prize Medal, 1851, in bronze (77mm), (BHM 2462; Eimer 1456), obverse by W.Wyon, conjoined busts of
Victoria and Albert left, trident at side and dolphins below, reverse by Leonard C.Wyon, Britannia seated confers a wreath
upon the head of Industria, kneeling, Africa, America and Europe in attendance, to right a bust of Flaxman on a socle, struck
by Royal Mint, edge inscribed, 'Prize Medal Of The Exhibition Presented to W.D.Haggard by Leonard C.Wyon'. A few small
edge nicks and some small digs in reverse exergue, otherwise nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$300

3739*
Great Exhibition, 1851, Exhibitor Medal in bronze (48mm) (BHM 2463; Eimer 1459), by W.Wyon, obverse, Prince Albert
bust left, reverse, 'Exhibitor' in scroll across a globe within wreath and with dove above, edge impressed, 'United Kingdom.
Class 26. No.133.' and inscribed, 'Lucy Lee'. Edge bump on reverse, otherwise extremely fine.
$80
Class 26 No.133, to Lucy Lee, 118 Bedford St, South Liverpool, for Fancy Table painted in enamel on wood.
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3740*
Juror's Medal, 1851, in bronze (64mm), (BHM 2464; Eimer 1457), obverse by W.Wyon, conjoined busts of Victoria and
Albert left, trident at side and dolphins below, reverse by G.G.Adams, Industry seated receives a wreath from Fame attended
by Commerce, in the exergue a bust of Athena and objects, struck by Royal Mint, edge inscribed, Juror Exhibition 1851 John
Jackson. A few very minor edge nicks, nearly uncirculated.
$130
Bronze Medal awarded to John Jackson, Juror to Class XXVI - Furniture, Upholstery, Paper-hangings, Papier-mache & Japanned Goods.
John Jackson was a manufacturer of Composition and Papier-mache.

3741*
Great Exhibition, 1851, Services Medal in bronze (48mm) (BHM 2465; Eimer 1458), by W.Wyon, obverse, Prince Albert
bust left, reverse, 'For Services' inside wreath, edge impressed, 'Ewen McPherson, Police Serjeant'. Hairlines, trace of mint
red, nearly extremely fine.
$120
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Wilhelmina Filans c1845, 'Lady in Flowered Dress' by David Octavius Hill & Robert Adamson
(Ex Wikimedia Commons)

3742*
Queen's Medal for Department of Science and Art Students Prize, 1853, in bronze (45mm), obverse, bust of Queen Victoria
left, reverse, wreath, edge inscribed, 'Wilhelmina Fillans, Glasgow. Stage 22b. May, 1855'. Edge nicks, otherwise very fine.
$100
Wilhelmina Fillans was the daughter of the Scottish sculptor, James Fillans (1808-52), buried at Woodside cemetery, Paisley, Scotland. She was also a sculptor
and an artist in her own right with exhibitions at the Royal Scottish Academy in 1869 and 1871. One of her ancestors, also Wilhelmina Fillans born at Paisley,
Scotland on 10 June 1884, a resident of Arncliffe in Sydney, NSW, Australia served as a sister in the Australian Army Nursing Service, departing for overseas
service on 25 November 1914 and embarking for return to Australia on 2 April 1919.
With research.

3743
Queen's Medal, Department of Science and Art, Students Prize, 1853, in bronze (45mm), edge inscribed, 'William Downing,
Manchester. Stages 4b.5b.'; Christ's Hospital, (1800s), reward medal in silver (34.5mm), unnamed, pierced hole on top
edge; Sherborne School Athletic Sports, 1894, in bronze (31mm), reverse inscribed, '2nd Prize/Junior/Consolation'; School
Board for London, King Edward VII Medal for Attendance, 1902, in gilt bronze (39mm), holed for loop suspension, reverse
inscribed, 'H.Brown'; Liverpool School Board, Attendance and Good Conduct Medal, in white metal (44mm), holed for loop
suspension, reverse inscribed, 'Isabella Scarlett'; untitled award medal in silver(?) (44mm), obverse, teacher reading from book
with desk behind and in background a beehive with bees swarming, reverse, Minerva seated holding wreath above student's
head with temple of Fame on rocky eminence in background. Very good - good very fine. (6)
$150
3744
Crystal Palace Opened, 1854, in white metal (64mm), (BHM 2549; Eimer 1487), by Pinches, obverse, female figure, lamb
and helmet at her feet, opens the doors of Industry and Science to the exhibition, reverse, the exhibition building. In original
case, a few small edge nicks and toning, otherwise uncirculated.
$50
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3745
Battle of Inkermann, 1854, in white metal (41mm) (Eimer 1492), holed at top edge; Queen Victoria, Jubilee head style,
uniface, undated, in cupro nickel (37.5mm), very weak strike with legend barely visible, possibly a trial striking; Robert
Clay Sudlow, Burroughs Wellcome & Co, 1905, replica in bronze (51mm) of the gold medal awarded to him to mark his
retirement after 25 years; The Rt Hon J.Chamberlain M.P., undated, in bronze (52mm), uniface, with crude sloping rim (a
trial striking?). Very good - very fine. (4)
$80

part

3746*
Leominster Agricultural Society, undated (1856), in bronze (45mm), by Halliday, reverse inscribed, 'Awarded to/George
Hoskins/as a successful ploughman/at the Annual/Matches of the Society/1856/Mr H.Trennell President'; Royal Welsh
Agricultural Society, undated (1930), in bronze (45mm), reverse inscribed, 'Mr H.S.Anthony/1930/Best Utility Female.'; also
Royal Agricultural Society of England Long Service Medal, with suspension loop and ring, edge impressed, 'Albert Lovegrove,
57 Years Service.' The first with edge bumps, inscription on reverse worn, otherwise fine, the second extremely fine, the last
good very fine. (3)
$100

3747*
Thomas Holloway Memorial Medal, 1858, in bronze (62mm), by J.Moore, (BHM 2635; Eimer 1525), obverse, bust of
Holloway left, reverse, 'Memorial Medal/Of/Holloway's/Pills & Ointment/Introduced To The Public/15 Octr 1837/Profile
Of The Proprietor/This Holloway/Engraved From Life/By/Joseph Moore/Birmingham/1858'. Some light hairlines, otherwise
extremely fine and scarce.
$300
See Andrews 660-672 for the series of tokens produced in 1857 and 1858 by Professor Holloway and with same obverse design by J.Moore, used in colonial
Australia.
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3748*
Love token, shaved large penny, one side engraved with what appears to be an altar with an heart in the centre and a sunburst
above, at the top and the sides arrows and below the initials, 'MM' and in running script, 'Love', the whole design surrounded
by a stylised wreath, on the other side, a wreath with the words, 'Forget me Not' across the top and inside is inscribed, 'TS
(?)/1861'. Fine.
$60
3749
International Exhibition, 1862, in white metal (53mm) (BHM 2735), by Ottley, obverse, Queen Victoria bust left, reverse,
exhibition building with angel above, reverse upset to 2 0'clock; another in white metal (41mm) (BHM 2739), by Pinches,
obverse, exhibition building, reverse, Britannia holding flag attended by Commerce holding flag bearing names 'Europe/Asia/
Africa/America/Australasia'; another, Universal Exhibition of London, 1862, in white metal (50mm) by A.Bovy, obverse, bust
of Queen Victoria left, reverse, exhibition building. Fine - good very fine. (3)
$80

3750*
Universal Exhibition of London, 1862, in silver-like white metal (50mm) by A.Bovy, obverse, bust of Queen Victoria left, reverse,
exhibition building, at bottom is maker's name, (Ch.) Massonnet. In original, circular cardboard holder by Ch.Massonnet,
this damaged, medal with hairlines and a faint scratch on reverse, otherwise uncirculated.
$80

3751*
Bradford Mechanics Institute Prize Medal, 1864, in silver (57mm), with suspension ring and loop, hallmarked for Birmingham
1862, maker H&T (Hilliard & Thomason), obverse, boar's head engraved at top, reverse inscribed, 'Awarded To/James A.
Turner/For The Best Study/In Colour'. Very fine and very rare.
$1,000
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 66 (lot 3868).
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3752*
Reading Industrial Exhibition, 1865, in bronze (50mm), obverse, the Borough of Reading seal granted in 1566, reverse, Royal
arms above a quote from Shakespeare, "From lowest place when worthy things proceed the place is honoured by the doer's
deed", impressed on edge, 'John Sharp.' In original case, this damaged, medal with small edge bump on reverse, a few small
spots of oxidation, otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$100

3753*
Richard Cobden, a Victorian 'Bois Durci' plaque (104mm), uniface, featuring Cobden's head left, with suspension loop for
wall hanging. A few small chips at bottom edge, otherwise good very fine.
$100
Richard Cobden (1804-65) was an English manufacturer and an independent radical Liberal.
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3754*
Metropolitan Amateur Regatta, Thames Challenge Cup Senior Fours, Estd 1866, in silver (63mm), by Pinches, obverse,
Neptune holding a paddle and reclining beside river, reverse, the Challenge Cup, unnamed. Hairlines and scuff marks,
otherwise very fine.
$70
The Metropolitan Amateur Regatta is an international rowing regatta that was first raced in 1866. It was held on the Tideway from Putney to Chiswick Church
until settling on a shorter course from Putney to Hammersmith in 1883. Two more course changes were made until 2001 when it moved to Dorney Lake,
Buckinghamshire near Eton next to the River Thames and attracts competitors from schools, clubs and universities from the UK, Europe and USA.

3755
London Exhibition of Fine Art, 1872, in white metal (30mm), by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, obverse, bust of Queen Victoria left,
reverse, Exhibition Building and below, 'Struck In Exhibition M.D.CCC.LXII'; Yorkshire Exhibition, 1875, in brass (23mm)
with suspension loop, obverse, conjoined heads of Duke of Edinburgh and wife right, reverse, 12-lines of text; Souvenir of
British Empire Exhibition Wembley, 1924, in brass (24mm) (2, with suspension loop), obverse, Palace of Industry, reverse,
5-lines of text; Silver Jubilee Exhibition, Hyde Park, London, 1977, in cupro nickel (31mm) with scroll suspender, obverse,
stylized crown, reverse, stylized exhibition site; also unidentified medal in bronze (29mm), obverse, facing female with images
of industry behind, reverse, monogram initials, 'ASA' (? CASA). Fine - extremely fine. (6)
$50

3756*
Royal Society, Darwin Medal, 1882, in bronze (57mm), by Allan Wyon, (BHM 3136; Eimer 1686), obverse, bust of Darwin
left, reverse, MDCCCIX/CAROLVS/DARWIN/MDCCCLXXXII within a wreath of plants identified by Darwin. In plastic
case, uncirculated.
$150
3757
Charles Darwin, 1809-1882, cast in bronze (95mm), obverse, bust of Darwin left, reverse, plain except for concave impression
of Darwin's bust. Green verdigris colouring both sides, otherwise fine.
$50
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3758*
International Inventions Exhibition, London 1885, in bronze (45mm) (BHM3198; Eimer 1715), by L.C.Wyon, obverse, Queen
Victoria head left, reverse, the figures of Invention and Music holding a compass and a lyre, unnamed; Royal Jubilee Exhibition
Manchester, 1887, in bronze (45mm), by Heaton, obverse, Queen Victoria head left, reverse, Exhibition Building, unnamed;
another identical medal but in white metal. The last with scratches, otherwise good very fine - nearly uncirculated. (3)
$120

part

3759*
Colonial and Indian Exhibition, London, 1886, in bronze (52mm) (BHM 3209; Eimer 1725), by L.C.Wyon, obverse, Albert
Edward Prince of Wales bust left, reverse text inside wreath; Colonial and Indian Exhibition London Opened by the Queen,
May 4th 1886, in bronze (40mm), obverse, bust of Queen Victoria left, reverse, text inside wreath. The second with some
very minor edge bumps or nicks, otherwise uncirculated. (2)
$100

part

3760*
Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 1886, silver fob/pendant (25x36mm), heart shaped with globe in centre featuring Pacific
Ocean and bordering countries on one side and Indian Ocean and bordering countries, including Australia, on the other side,
all ensigned by a crown, around the crown on the reverse, 'Cor.Unum.Via.Una' (one heart, one God); also commemorative
medal of the same exhibition, 1886, in silver (26mm) with rope border fitted and brooch-pin fitting, the obverse featuring
Prince Edward's head left and around, 'To Commemorate The Indian & Colonial Exhibition', reverse with 6-lines of text
(see BHM3211 for reverse). Extremely fine. (2)
$100
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3761*
The Royal Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Banks Medal, undated, in silver (37.5mm), (Brown 1041), unnamed; identical
medals in bronze (4), inscribed to, (1) Provincial Show Liverpool/1886/Awarded To/Messenger & Co/For/Heating Small/
Conservatories; (2) Mr W.S.Nisbet/1st Nov./1918; (3) Awarded By/Hindley/Allot.& Gdn.Assn./To/Mr. E.Hatton/1955; (4)
Awarded By/St Mary Bourne/Horticultural Soc./1977. The first with some marks on edge of Banks' lower bust and hairlines
and scuff marks on reverse, otherwise very fine - extremely fine. (5)
$150
3762
The Royal Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Banks Medal, undated, in silver (37.5mm), (Brown 1041), unnamed; Hampshire
Horticultural Society award medal, in bronze (41mm), by Ottley, obverse, seated lady with flowers around and behind a
garden pergola, unnamed. Hairlines on first, dark tone spot and small edge nick, very fine - extremely fine. (2)
$80
3763
Gigantic Wheel Earls Court, 1897, in bronze (31.5mm), obverse, ferris wheel, reverse, 12-line specifications of the wheel;
another dated 1901; and another dated 1906, the last two with maker, 'M.B.Ld' at date. The first fine, the last two with
much mint red, extremely fine. (3)
$50

3764*
City and Guilds of London Institute, Department of Technology, undated (1900), prize medal in silver (51mm) for Honours
Technological Examination, (Eimer 1764), by L.C.Wyon, obverse, bust left of H.R.H. Prince of Wales, reverse, City of London
arms above plaque, institute naming details around, edge inscribed 'Robert Benson Kirby, Watch & Clock making, 2nd Prize.
1900.'; award medal in gilt in two parts, both uniface (36x 4mm) and each with central stem which has been cut to remove
it from a mounting board or plaque, the first part is the obverse, Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland and features
Hancock's Infant 1830 steam car, the second part is the reverse which has a wreath and inside is inscribed, 'Speedometer
Trials,/1906./Special Medal Awarded To/Mr R.B.Kirby,/For The Excellence Of Design,/Workmanship And Accuracy/Of The
Speedometer/Entered By Him./March.1906.'. In unofficial case, the last two with some small edge nicks, otherwise very fine
- good very fine. (3)
$150
Robert Benson Kirby was the factory manager for Messrs S.Smith & Son's speedometer factory at Watford, Hertfordshire, England and in early 1906 one
of the firm's designs for speedometers was entered in the Automobile Club trials. It was described as an experimental model but romped home with a special
medal and topped the merit table.
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3765
Queen Victoria - Edward VII, mostly various coronation and jubilee issues, also noted Prussian medal for Battle of Rossbach,
1757. The last with poor colouring and needs expert cleaning. Poor - extremely fine. (25)
$100

3766
Queen Victoria - Edward VII, various issues, includes commemoratives as well as jubilee issues, some in silver, noted Diamond
Jubilee issue in silver, 1897 (BHM 3549), also S.Plimsoll/Coffin Ship medal, 1875, in bronze and Grace Darling/R.N.L.I.,
1974, in gilt. In 2x2 holders with details, poor - extremely fine. (22)
$130

3767
Queen Victoria - Elizabeth II, 1887 - 1988, includes commemoratives, coronations and jubilee issues, many in better condition,
noted Diamond Jubilee issue in bronze, 1897 (BHM 3549), also Preston Guild merchant issue, 1902, in white metal in
original box, another is a RMS Queen Elizabeth 2 Cunard Maiden Voyage medal, undated, appears to be silver (65mm).
Fine - uncirculated. (16)
$200

3768
Queen Victoria, Old England For Ever!, in silver (19mm), holed and repaired; Elizabeth II Royal Visit, 1953, in bronze
(36mm), ribbon loose on suspender; Princess Diana Memorial, 1972, in bronze (44mm); Wedding of Prince Andrew and
Sara Ferguson, 1986, in gilt silver (23mm); QEII 40th Anniversary of Coronation set of two medals, 1993, in gilt (37mm), in
timber frame under Perspex for wall hanging; KISS souvenir medal, undated, in gilt (37mm); British India, Army Temperance
Association 6 Years sobriety cross in silvered bronze (39mm), with suspension; Peace Celebrations, Calcutta Schools, 1919,
in bronze (30mm); South Africa, Visit of Their Majesties, 1947, in white metal (26mm), with suspension loop and ribbon;
also five English coins including a 1911 florin. Good - uncirculated. (13 + set of 2)
$50

3769*
Edward VII Coronation, 1902, in gold (31mm; 17.2g) (BHM 3737; Eimer 1871). In case of issue, small (2mm) scratch in
reverse field, otherwise uncirculated.
$900

3770
Coronation and Jubilee medals, 1911-1937, includes George V Coronation, 1911 (3), one in silver (31mm), two in bronze (both
51mm) (BHM 4022; Eimer 1922) (2) and (BHM 4035); George V and Queen Mary Jubilee, 1935, in silver (32mm) (BHM
4249; Eimer 2029); George VI Coronation, 1937, in bronze (44mm) (BHM 4308); also an empty Royal Mint envelope for
Coronation Medal 1911, large bronze (this envelope marked and damaged). In official cases or packs of issue, uncirculated.
(5 + envelope)
$250

3771
Sinking of the S S Lusitania, 1915, in cast bronze (56mm), made in England with date 5 May 1915 (Eimer 1941A); International
Council of Women Golden Jubilee, 1938, in silver (28mm),(cf Eimer 2053), with suspension loop, with attached pin back
ribbon for wearing, obverse, female bust right with legend, 'Ishbel Marchioness of Aberdeen and Temair', reverse, centre
circle with details, 'I.C.W./C.I.F./1888/1938/I.F.B.', around the edge is a Latin legend; John Pinches, 125th Anniversary, 1965,
in silvered bronze (43mm), with small box . The first with some areas of oxidation, otherwise fine - uncirculated. (3)
$60
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3772*
British Empire Exhibition, 1924, in bronze (51mm), (BHM 4193, Eimer 1987), by B.Mackennal, obverse, crowned and
draped bust of George V left, reverse, stylized lion seated, behind is facade of Wembley Stadium, unnamed. Chocolate brown
uncirculated.
$100

3773
British Empire Exhibition, 1924, in cupro nickel (28mm), (BHM 4194; Eimer 1991), by W.McMillan, obverse, head of
Mercury left, reverse, ship docked beside a loading gantry; another identical but in bronze; Souvenir of British Empire
Exhibition Wembley, undated (1924), in brass (24mm), with suspension loop, obverse, Palace of Industry, reverse, 5-lines of
text; Historical Pageant Bradford, 1931, in white metal (31mm), with suspension loop, by Manoah P.Hodes Bradford, obverse,
three circles with Church, machinery and sheep; also Crystal Palace, 1862, in bronze (22mm), obverse, Queen Victoria head
left, reverse, Crystal Palace building, pierced hole at top. Fine - uncirculated. (5)
$50

3774*
British Empire Exhibition, 1924, Commonwealth lapel badge, in gilt and enamel (32x41mm) and another (30x39mm), similar
designs with Commonwealth countries named and moving indicator to highlight which is represented; The British Empire
Exhibition Wembley 1924, Brown's Amusements One Coupon token in brass (32mm). Very fine - extremely fine. (3)
$150
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3775*
British Empire Exhibition, 1925, in bronze (51mm), (BHM 4203, Eimer 1997), by B.Mackennal, obverse, crowned and
draped bust of George V left, reverse, three stylized figures standing facing right and holding objects symbolizing food,
transport and housing, edge inscribed, 'Awarded To F.Simpson. For Agricultural Pictures. Wembley. 1923.' Chocolate brown
uncirculated.
$100

3776*
Masonic Lodge, Gibraltar RA Chapter No 561, Founder jewel in 9ct gold (approx 16.5g), obverse, enamel image of Gibraltar
island, reverse inscribed, 'Presented to/MEXComp Edgar Browne/PZ.DG.IW/Founder of Gibraltar R.A.Chapter/No561 S.C/By
Compns/As token of Esteem/1922-25'; also Royal Arch Sword Bearer jewel in silver and enamel, unnamed. One with case,
very fine - extremely fine. (2)
$350

3777
National Pony Society, undated, in silver (44mm), hallmarked for Birmingham 1927 by Mappin & Webb, with suspension
and loop, obverse, group of horses in field with trees, reverse, polo player at full gallop and swinging at ball, reverse inscribed,
'Mr. J.H.Johnson's/Ouston Model 1215/London Show 1928'. Fine.
$50
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3778*
Westerley Road Club, shield shaped award fob in silver and enamel (29x31mm), with suspension ring, obverse, a winged
cycle wheel in the centre with the name above and below in enamelled scrolls, reverse inscribed, 'Tricycle/50 Miles Time
Trial/15.9.29/H.A. Payne/2H.35M.24S'; Hereford Regatta,1935, in bronze (39mm), obverse, wreath and inside inscribed,
'Hereford Regatta/1935/Senior Eights/The First/Eight Oared Race/On The Wyee/Competition', reverse, plain. The first nearly
extremely fine, the second very fine. (2)
$70
The Westerley Road Club based in Ealing, West London was founded in 1924. In 2003 the name was changed to Westerley Cycling Club.

3779*
Railway passes, 1920s, Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, 'free pass', in silver (25x32mm), with suspension loop, obverse,
company coat of arms and roses, reverse, wreath of roses and company initials, 'L & Y/R' and across the middle in a plain
panel in blue, 'T A KENYON/204'; London - Midland Scottish Railway, gold pass, in gilt (29mm), with suspension loop,
obverse, voided sections and in centre is company coat of arms, reverse, in a plain centre panel in blue, 'T.A. Kenyon' and in
a small disc at bottom in blue, '60'; North Eastern Railway Company, 'free pass', in ivory (29mm) with silver edge banding,
obverse, company coat of arms, reverse, 'Mr. T.A. Kenyon, M.B.E./L & Y. Rly'. Fine - very fine and a scarce group to one
person. (3)
$400
Thomas Allan Kenyon Esq, Chief Clerk to the General Manager, Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, awarded an MBE in King's Birthday appointments for
service in connection with the war (Supplement to London Gazette 7 June 1918, p6731).
Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway amalgamated with London & North Western Railway in 1922. North Eastern Railway Company was absorbed into London
& North Eastern Rail in 1923. London, Midland and Scottish Railway was formed in 1923.

3780
George V and Queen Mary, Silver Jubilee 1910 - 1935, uniface medallion of the official design (BHM 4249) in silvered metal
(13cm), with bracket on reverse for use as a mantle stand or for wall hanging, reverse marked, 'Produced By/Courtesy Of
The/Royal Mint/This Being The Design/Of/Official Manufacture'. Much of silver finish aged or missing, otherwise very fine
and unusual.
$50
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3781
Elizabeth II, various cased medals, commemorative issues, noted 50th Anniversary of Sir Ernest Shackleton's Death, undated
(1972), in silver (38mm), with certificate no.1063, also Carnarvon Investiture of H.R.H. Charles, Prince of Wales, 1969, in
silver (77mm) (case broken); and cased set of three 'Mayflower' medals, 1970 (set 44 of 500), plastic case damaged. Some
cases with foxing or damaged as stated, medals uncirculated. (6 + set of 3)
$100
3782
Croydon, 1977, cast porcelain medal (91mm), obverse, a grotesque face with tongue sticking out, at the right side a fly and
at the left 'Croydon 1977', reverse, a sexually explicit depiction of an ithyphallic satyr advancing right and carrying off a
nymph who has a bottle in one hand and a cup in the other, based on the design of ancient Greek Thracian Islands coinage
of Thasos c500-480BC. Crude but uncirculated.
$50
Possibly related to the visit to Croydon in England in 1977 by John Cale, the wild musician who visited the town to play at The Greyhound where he decapitated
a dead chicken with a meat cleaver and threw the parts to the audience.

3783*
International Biographical Centre, Cambridge, England, Deputy Director General appointment medal in silver (38mm),
with suspension ring, obverse, Cambridge University buildings, reverse, 'IBC/D.D.G (in Old English font)/Deputy Director
General/(inscribed) M.A.Vincent/(inscribed) Oceania/Division', hallmarked for Toye Kenning & Son, Birmingham, 1987.
Toned, nearly uncirculated.
$100
The International Biographical Centre has published over 150 editions of biographical titles highlighting the achievements of important people to a world-wide
audience of academics and researchers. The title of Deputy Director General is awarded by the Director General and the Board of the International Biographical
Centre of Cambridge in recognition of the individual's achievement and contribution to the centre. Deputy Directors General may be appointed in respect of
five separate divisions, namely Africa, the Americas, Asia, Europe and Oceania. The title is accompanied by a Diploma of Authority.

3784
Armorial metal dies, (2), one (20mm) features an arm in armour holding a sword all inside a garter belt bearing the motto,
'Esto Quod Esse Videris' (Be Ever Faithful), the other (19mm) features an arm in armour holding a sword all inside a shield.
Good very fine. (2)
$50

3785*
Ireland, school prize medal, 1833, in silver (33mm), with suspension ring and loop, engraved disc, obverse, tree branch and
at the top, 'Fit Surculus Arbor' (Becomes a Tree), and below the year, 1833, reverse, 'From/Gerd. Macklin Esq. MD/To/Master
Willm Phipps/for Superior Answering/in/Latin Elocution &c'. Very fine.
$250
Dr Gerald Macklin was the State Surgeon in Ireland.
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3786*
Ireland, school presentation medal, 1852, in silver (38mm), with suspension bracket, plain reverse with maker's mark 'HF'
(Henry Flavelle of Dublin), obverse inscribed, 'Presented/To/Master William H Metcalfe/For/Remarkable diligence/regularity
and good conduct/by/John H Hardy AB/June 16th,1852.' Good very fine.
$150
AB - Artium Baccalaureus (Bachelor of Arts).

3787*
Ireland, Co(unty). Cavan Agricultural Society, inscribed, 'Ploughing Match 1881', in bronze (49.5mm), reverse inscribed,
'J.W.Humphreys/2nd Prize/1st Class'. A few small edge bumps and nicks, a spot of oxidation on reverse, otherwise good
very fine.
$100
County Cavan is in the Province of Ulster in Ireland.

3788*
Scotland, Royal Society of the Arts, (1810), award medal in silver (42mm), by E.Pidgeon, reverse inscribed around the
top, 'To Mr George Spark MDCCCX' and in the centre, 'For/A/Noctuarium'. Some digs on obverse and small edge nicks,
otherwise very fine.
$100
In the Royal Society of the Arts transaction book is the following,
'The Silver Medal was this Session voted to Mr G.Spark, of Elgin, Murrayshire, Scotland, for his Method of ascertaining the Hour in the night, by an Apparatus,
connected with a common Watch. The following Communication was received from him. An Explanatory Engraving is annexed, and a complete Apparatus
preserved in the Society's Repository.'
George Spark's communication to the Society and addressed to C.Taylor, M.D. (Mechanics Division) Sec, dated at Elgin, March 7, 1810, was as follows,
'By Mr John Newton, watchmaker, I have forwarded an invention for knowing the hour in the dark, by feeling. I think it is preferable to a repeater, on
account of its simplicity and cheapness. It is not liable to be out of order, and it does not require the exertion necessary for pushing the pendant of a repeater,
nor disturb any person near it. For these reasons I diffidently wish to have the honor of laying this invention, which I call a Noctuary, before the Society; and
to be favored with their decision on its merits.'
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3789*
Scotland, Calder Water-head Agricultural Society, award medal for ploughing, handcrafted in silver (oval 40x59mm), marked
for Edinburgh and maker 'J Mc.' (James McKay), obverse, 'Given/By The/Calder/Water-head Agricultural/Society/To/Robt
Carsewell/1824', reverse, engraving of a plough, with suspension hole. Very fine.
$150

3790*
Scotland, Roslin Gymnastics Games, 1844, in silver (48x60mm), plain silver disc with ornate surround and scroll suspension,
reverse inscribed, 'Fowling Peice (sic) Shooting/Gained By/John Brown/2nd August 1844'. Very fine.
$150
A 'Fowling Piece' is a name used for a shotgun. Roslin is a small village in Midlothian, Scotland, about 10km south of Edinburgh. In the village was the Roslin
Gymnastic Club which staged the Gymnastic Games that included a variety of sporting events.

3791*
Scotland, Royal Scottish Society of Arts, (1849), award medal in silver (47mm), reverse inscribed, To/Mr. Wm. R. Douglas/
Carpenter/Calder House/For His Machine For/Sawing Firewood/The Silver Medal/Value Five Sovereigns/1849'. Small edge
nick and a few small digs on reverse, otherwise good very fine.
$150
The barony of Calder was occupied by the Douglas family until the first half of the 14th century whereupon it was gifted to Sir James de Sandilands when
Eleanor Douglas married him. The mansion, Calder House was built in the 16th century. It is possible that William Reid Douglas, a carpenter at Calder House
was one and the same as the William Reid Douglas who immigrated to Otago, New Zealand and in about 1860 set up a small sawmill at the confluence of
the Leith and School Creek. Its wheel was driven by water from the Pine Hill Creek, picked up at the site of the present bridge over the creek.
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3792*
Scotland, Highland And Agricultural Society Of Scotland, Inst.MDCCLXXXIV (1784) (issued 1858 & 1871), in silver
(45mm), obverse, allegorical female seated on a dais places wreaths on heads of two standing male agricultural workers, in
exergue SEMPER ARMS/NUNC ET INDUSTRIA, reverse, a wreath and inside inscribed, 'To/Alex:McArthur/Boghole.', edge
inscribed, 'For White Wheat Exhibited At Nairn 1858.'; another identical medal in silver (35mm), reverse inscribed, 'To/Alexr.
McArthur/"(Boghole)"/For Wheat/Nairnshire/1871'. Both in cases of issue, hairlines, otherwise virtually uncirculated. (2)
$100

3793*
Scotland, Allanton School, 1861, medal for General Eminence handcrafted in silver (64mm), with scroll suspender, reverse
inscribed, 'Gained/By/James Steele./High Newton.' Two small edge nicks on reverse, otherwise good very fine and rare.
$300
Allanton and High Newton are both in the County of Ayrshire and Parish of Galston, Scotland.

3794*
Scotland, Ayr, Alloway Ploughing Match, 1873, Given By Mr Dewar, in silver (39.5mm), handcrafted with suspension loop
and ring, unnamed. Very fine.
$200
Alloway was a small village, now a suburb, located a short distance south of Ayr in Scotland. It is the birthplace of the famous poet, Robert Burns.
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3795*
Antarctic medals, Great Britain, Royal Geographic Society, The Scott Memorial Medal, cast copy in bronze (54mm) (BHM
4101; Eimer 1933), by F.Bowcher, obverse, bust of Captain Scott, reverse, five members of the 1910-13 expedition on skis
trekking right; USA, Antarctica Service Medal with riband bar (est'd 1960 for service from 1946 on) in plastic case; USSR,
30th Anniversary of Antarctic Treaty, 1991, in bronze (65mm), obverse, two penguins, ship, aircraft, snow mobile, sheds,
all in Antarctic setting, below XXX above map of Antarctic, reverse, dove of peace with NATO symbol above and around
in Russian language the names of signatories to treaty, Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Great Britain, Norway, New Zealand,
USSR, USA, France, Chile, South Africa and Japan, with issue box. The first poor, the rest uncirculated. (3)
$80

3796*
Fiji, prototype medal (?), no suspension, obverse features the same design as the Meritorious Service Award Medal, the
reverse which is upset 180 degrees features a kneeling native warrior with spear and the obverse and reverse have the same
edge pattern. Nearly uncirculated.
$50
3797
France, A.H.Costentin of Tourville, 1823, in bronze (41mm), by Pingret, obverse, bust of Costentin left, reverse, 9-lines of
French text; another undated in bronze (41.5mm), with same obverse but reverse with the French cruiser 'Tourville' steaming
right; Souvenir of the War Against Prussia, 1870, in bronze (46.5mm), arrival at Lyon of Dictator Gambetta; Lycee Bonaparte
(College Bourban), prize medal in bronze (41mm), inscribed to Rondineau for Rhetoric Class, 2nd place in new French speech,
1860. Very fine - extremely fine. (4)
$100
3798
France, Gold Medal to Aucher Bros, undated, uniface promotional checks in gilt bronze (50mm) (2), one with legend, 'Londres
Paris' at top and 'Sydney Melbourne' at bottom, the other with legend, '14 Medailles - Expositions Univlle De Londres Nationales Paris'. The first with edge bump, otherwise very fine - extremely fine. (2)
$50
Aucher Bros were manufacturers of superb pianos. Their agent in Sydney, was the musical instrument retailer, W.H.Paling.

3799
France, Thomas Cook & Son Geography prize medal, undated (pre 1905), in bronze (50mm), by Alphee Dubois and
H.Dubois. Very fine.
$50
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3800*
France, French Foreign Office medal, (1925), in bronze (64mm), by Daniel Dupuis, obverse, bust of female right with branch of
laurel woven through hair, reverse, plain except for legend and inscribed, 'A/Monsieur Pierre Herry/Le 11 Juin 1925'; Alliance
Francaise, (1934), teacher's service award in silver (50mm), by Daniel Dupuis, obverse, female teacher seated with student
children around, reverse, open book with laurel branch behind, on the book is a panel inscribed, 'Pierre Herry/Sydney/1934'.
In cases of issue, nearly uncirculated; uncirculated. (2)
$180
Pierre Herry of France was a representative of the International Labor Office of the League of Nations in 1924. In 1925 he was living in Melbourne and with
the French Bank and was also an Honorary Secretary of the Alliance Francaise organisation. He moved from Melbourne to Sydney in late 1926 and was the
Secretary of the Alliance Francaise in Sydney, a position he was still holding in 1934.

3801*
France, Ministry of Youth and Sports medal, undated, in bronze (66mm), by P.Pradeilhes, unnamed. In case of E.Bouillot,
Paris, extremely fine.
$50
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3802*
Germany, Frankfurter Tennis Klub 1914, 29 Juli 1930, in silvered bronze (45x72mm), by Jorgum & Tretz, obverse, male
tennis player serving from baseline, reverse, plain, unnamed. In a case, toned, good very fine.
$100
With a handwritten note indicating, 'Awarded to Jack Crawford', and marked Les Carlisle 1979.
Jack Crawford was an Australian tennis player who was world number 1 in 1933. He won the Australian Junior Championship in 1926-1929, the Australian
Open in 1931, 1932 and 1935. In 1976 he was awarded an OBE for his services to sport, was inducted into the International Tennis Hall of Fame in 1979
and the Australian Tennis Hall of Fame in 1997.

3803*
India, The Martiniere College - Lucknow medal, undated (late 1800s), in silver (38mm), by Magha, (Puddester 836.2.1),
with suspension ring and loop, obverse, bust of General Martin to right, around 'LABORE ET CONSTANTIA' (By Toil
and Perseverance), reverse, around 'LA MARTINIERE COLLEGE, LUCKNOW', in centre, 'PRESENTED TO'. Small dig
in obverse field, toned, nearly extremely fine and very rare.
$200
Puddester notes that this medal has the bust of Martin copied from that of Wyon. The medal appears to have been given in the late 1800s and perhaps early
1900s. The only silver version of this medal seen by Puddester was in the collection of a relative of N.L.Roy who runs a shop in Lucknow. He subsequently
discusses the manufacturer. Puddester notes medal as RRR.
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3804*
Netherlands, Friesche Maatschappij Van Landbouw (Frisian Society of Agriculture), Sneek, 1870, in silver (48.5mm), obverse,
arms of West Friesland in a wreath, reverse inscribed, 'Aan (to)/Mr E. Jongsma/ sedert de oprigting (since its foundation)/
Algemeene Secretaris - Penningmeester (General Secretary - Treasurer). Hairlines, otherwise extremely fine.
$100

3805*
New Caledonia, and Dependencies, (1877), Noumea presentation medal in bronze (51mm), by J.Lagrange, reverse inscribed,
'A/Mr. Carter/1877'. Some small digs on reverse, otherwise very fine.
$100
Probably Douglas Carter of Joubert & Carter, a trading firm operating in Noumea. In 1877 Mr Carter was viciously attacked by a drunken gendarme, who
then fired at police, but missed. He ran away but another Englishman caught him and held him until an arrest was made. Mr Douglas, an Englishman, was
married in the West Indies in 1842 and died at Koumac in New Caledonia in 1909.

3806
Russia, Grand Duke Svyatoslav of Kiev, undated portrait series issue (c1783-96), in bronze (78mm), obverse, helmeted,
bearded bust of Svyatoslav wearing armour and facing right, reverse, angelic figure with horn in right hand and wreath in
left hand, above fields with building at rear, 'He raises the honour of the State'. Scarce, but many dig marks in obverse field,
otherwise fine.
$50

3807*
Sri Lanka, Henerat(h)goda Agri-Horticultural & Industrial Show, award fob medal, undated, in silvered bronze (33x41mm),
obverse, workers in rural setting, one ploughing field, reverse, 'Awarded/To', unnamed. Toned, otherwise nearly extremely
fine.
$50
Henerathgoda is the location of one of the three biggest botanic gardens in Sri Lanka. It is near Gampaha off the Colombo-Kandy Road, about 30km northwest
of Colombo, and is where the first rubber trees planted in Asia were grown.
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3808*
Sweden, 25th Anniversary of invention of AB Separator, 1883-1908, in silver (61mm) and another (50mm), by Erik Lindberg,
obverse, busts of Gustaf De Laval & John Bernstrom facing right, reverse, Science attended by Mercury, the name of the
continents around the top. The smaller medal in case and with some digs on obverse, both with small edge nicks, otherwise
fine - very fine. (2)
$100
3809
USA, Washington before Boston Medal, 1776, 1970 restrike by Paris Mint, in bronze (68mm), by Du Vivier; Thomas Jefferson
Peace and Friendship Medal, 1801, in bronze (76mm); another identical but smaller (33mm); Calvin Coolidge Inaugurated
1923 & 1925, issued 1928, in gilt bronze (76mm). The last with much loss of gilt, otherwise very fine - uncirculated. (4)
$60
3810
USA, The America's Cup Challenge, 1977, set of two medals in sterling silver (35mm; each guaranteed to be one ounce), by
The Springfield Mint. In case of issue with certificate, uncirculated. (set of 2)
$50
3811
World medals, France, Capture of the Franche-Comte, 1674, a 1967 replica in bronze (71mm), by Molart, obverse, bust of
Louis XIV to right, reverse, Louis riding in a triumphal quadriga to right and below shields and arms of the conquered cities;
Francois Robichon of The Guerniere, Esquire of the King, 1687-1751, a 1970 replica in bronze (67.5mm), by Bouchard,
obverse, bust of Robichon left, reverse, Robichon on horse standing on back legs to left; Netherlands, Municipal Medal for
Civil Servants of The Hague, in bronze (80mm), by D.Bus, obverse, inside a fenced area is a woman holding a shield with
city coat of arms, behind a pollarded tree, and below and at side are the Knight's Hall and St James Church, reverse, a centre
diamond within a wreath, inscribed, 'J.J.de Vos/1906-1946. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (3)
$100
3812
World medals, Great Britain, Shipwrecked Fishermen and Mariners Royal Benevolent Society, 1855, in white metal (31mm),
by J.Davis (BHM 2575) (2, one heavily age effected and the other with '85' scratched onto obverse); temperance medals,
undated (WWI) (2, one gilt and one silvered) (19mm), obverse, head of George V left with legend, 'Follow The King Abstain
For National Efficiency', reverse, 'Britian/Is Fighting/Germany Austria/And Drink/And The Worst Of/These Is Drink/Lloyd
George'; Walker & Hall Sheffield Souvenir, undated, in gilt bronze (21x29mm, oval), with suspension ring and loop; also
Germany, Weltspartag (World Savings Day), 1959, in gilt bronze (33mm); Hong Kong Surgical Forum, 1983, award medal in
bronze (53mm), by Jorge Coelho, unnamed; gold coloured metal tag (32x57mm) for Cunard World Cruise, Queen Elizabeth
2 Great Tides of Civilizations, 1999. Poor - uncirculated. (8)
$80
Walker & Hall of Sheffield, makers of flatware and tableware.

3813
World medals, France, Verdun Medal 1916, in bronze 'The Prudhomme' version, an unofficial medal in bronze for soldiers in
the Battle of Verdun, with suspension ring and loop; Great Britain, Victory/Trafalgar, 1805, in bronze 28mm), issued 1905,
Presented by British & Foreign Sailors Society (BHM 3924); Souvenir of Egypt, Year 1914-15, medalet in bronze (23mm),
obverse, crossed flags of British Royal Standard and Sultanate of Egypt, reverse, sphinx and pyramids. Fine - extremely fine,
the second with most mint red. (3)
$50
3814
World medals, France, Souvenir of ascension to summit of Eiffel Tower, (1889), in bronze 41mm); another identical in silvered
bronze; Austria, WWI fund raising fob (Militantium Necessitatibus - Campaigning Needs), 1914, in bronze (19x30mm),
with suspension ring; Belgium, Universal Exposition of Anvers, 1885, in bronze (30mm); Belgium, 'For The Soldier's Child',
1914, King Albert I & Queen Elisabeth WWI propaganda medal in bronze (32mm). Fine - very fine. (5)
$50
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3815
World medals, Canada, Edmonton Commonwealth Games, 1978, in gilt bronze (32mm); Germany, Leipzig, 100th Anniversary
of German Naturalist Society, 1922, in Meissen porcelain (42mm); Malaysia, World Expo '88, Malaysian Pavilion, in Selangor
pewter (25mm) (2, on cards of issue (C.1988/22); Mexico 70, Football World Cup, Uwe Seeler, by Shell, in cupro nickel
(29mm). Uncirculated. (5)
$50
3816
World medals, Canada, Ontario, Fort William, undated, in bronze (33x37mm), with suspension lug; International CoOperation Year, 1965, in bronze (40mm); China, People's Republic, Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall at Guangzhou set of two
gilt medals in Chinese silk decorated case with certificate; France, Louis XIV Capture of the Thirty Towers, 1644, in bronze
(41mm), a modern restrike by Paris Mint; athletics prize medal, undated, in bronze (57x49mm), in case of issue by H.Teterger,
Paris; Germany, Kuerschner E.V., Honorable Award, News Exhibition Leipzig, undated, in silvered bronze (45mm), holed for
suspension; Netherlands, Rijksmuseum, copy of Schouburgh medal, 1645, appears to be silver (34x41mm), in case; Norway,
Frankrigshjaelpen (Catholic Charity Organisation), Paris to Copenhagen 9 Nov 1945, in bronze (30mm); USA, Boy Scouts of
America 50 Years, 1960, in silver (30mm), in maker's packet of issue; Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San Francisco,
1915, plastic pass (37x40mm); Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, undated, in bronze (39mm). Poor - uncirculated. (10)
$80

part

3817*
World sports medals, France, Whitbread Round The World Race, 1973-4, in bronze (38mm), reverse inscribed, 'Cape Town/
Sydney Leg/1973/Kriter'; Nice Golf Club, undated, in silver (39mm), hallmarked for maker, Mappin & Webb, unnamed; Great
Britain, London & District Weight Lifting League, (1968), in silver (30mm), reverse inscribed, 'C Division/Champions 1968/
Gifford Barbell/Club/A.Ferridge'; Table Tennis prize medal, undated, in bronze (31mm), unnamed. Very fine - uncirculated.
(4)
$80
Kriter, a French yacht, was designed and built specifically to compete in the Whitbread Round The World Race 1973-74, the first one staged. Cape Town to Sydney
was the 2nd leg of the race. Kriter raced under the sponsorship of Kriter Champagne and finished fourth in the race under skipper Jack Grout. The companies
promotion worked and over 40,000 bottles of champagne were produced featuring a photograph of Kriter roaring downwind around Cape Horn.

3818
World medallist's, includes, HME Presses, Cincinnati, USA, International Exhibition Birmingham 1978; Perfection Plate,
Revesby, NSW, Australia; Sheridan's, Western Australia (3, two types); Taylor & Challen, Birmingham, England (4, three
types); W.J.Taylor, Holborn, London, England (2, different); D.Uhlhorn, Cologne, coining presses, Second Exhibition of the
Industries of All Nations, London, 1862. In 2x2 holders, fine - uncirculated. (12)
$60

ORDERS, DECORATIONS AND MEDALS

3819*
Bushranger Medal, Colony of New South Wales, Granted For Gallant And Faithful Services, struck in white metal, no
suspension fitted, reverse impressed, 'NSWRI/1876/JERRY MURPHY'. In unofficial case, very fine.
$1,000
Listed in R.M.Williams 1st edition as awarded a silver medal to Sergeant Murphy NSWRI 1878. Also illustrated in Apprehension of Bushrangers Medal and
Awards by Les Carlisle A.F.A.N.S., p38, as a silver medal but with recipient's record in bushranger apprehension unidentified. Our firm's opinion is that the
medal is white metal and not silver.
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3820*
New South Wales Fire Brigade, Long Service and Good Conduct Medal, edge engraved, 'Walter.W.Wylie. 8. Aug. 1915.' In
case by W.J.Amor, uncirculated and rare.
$300

3821*
NSW Volunteer Fire Brigades, Long Service Medal, in silver, with brooch suspender bar, unnamed. In case of maker, Garrard
& Co Ltd, very fine.
$200
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3822*
The Most Excellent Order of the British Empire, Officer (OBE) (Civil) (type 2); France, Ordre des Palmes Academiques
(Officer); Sydney Opera House Trust 'Trustee' gold ingot (9ct; 8g; 20x29mm), reverse inscribed, 'H.L.Yelland'; metal casting
of the Sydney Opera House (70x100x47mm) mounted on timber felt bottomed base (165x131mm), metal Australian arms at
left and below a plaque inscribed, 'Presented by/The Government of New South Wales/to commemorate/the official opening
of/The Sydney Opera House/October 20, 1973'; plaque in oxidised silvered metal (76x50mm), obverse, Sydney Opera House,
below, 'To Commemorate/The Official Opening/of the/Sydney Opera House/October 20, 1973', reverse, Australian arms, below,
'Presented by/The Government Of/New South Wales', with two pierced holes on bottom edge for fitting to base (missing);
Sydney Opera House cufflinks in sterling silver by Angus & Coote (given to Yelland in 1973); Roche Research Institute of
Marine Pharmacology, Sydney cufflinks in oxidised copper (given to Yelland); sporting prize medal handcrafted in gold (9ct;
4g; 22x35mm), obverse with central shield inscribed, 'HY', reverse inscribed, 'H/Yelland/1st/100 yds/Jun Champ/11.11.19'
(WWI Armistice Day first anniversary). Very fine - good extremely fine. (8)
$1,000
Together with case and miniature for OBE and case for French order; OBE bestowal document timber framed under glass; Palmes Academiques bestowal
document timber framed under glass; small leather purse; photo in Sydney Opera House folder of Yelland with other dignitaries at official opening function;
program for the first concert at the Sydney Opera House 21 January 1973; invitation from the President and Members of the Committee of the Alliance
Francaise of Sydney to attend the ceremony for presentation of the Ordre des Palmes Academiques to H.L.Yelland; two different photos of Yelland being
presented with the Ordre des Palmes Academiques, both in folders; other research papers.
OBE: Supplement to LG 1/1/1974, p21, to Hedley Lawry Yelland for services to the State (of NSW).
French Order of Palmes Academiques (Order of Academic Palms) on 18 February 1972 for services rendered to French culture: Mr Yelland made successful
representations for the establishment of French schools at both primary and secondary levels in NSW and for the employment of the first French Orienteur
Pedagogique in Australia. He also supported the sending of French teachers to the Noumea seminar and the filling of assistantship in France. When the French
drama company, Treateau de Paris, visited NSW he arranged for the distribution of copies of the plays presented and for the attendance of school pupils at
matinee performances.
Hedley Lawry Yelland was born in 1906 at Sydney. His father died before he was born and his mother died in 1911. He was raised at Bega by his German
grandmother and two unmarried aunts. After completing primary school at Bega he attended Goulburn High School on a state bursary and after matriculating at 16
he went to the University of Sydney on a teacher training scholarship. He graduated in 1925 and in the following year completed a Diploma in Education.
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In 1927 Hedley started working with the NSW Education Department holding teaching positions at Hurlstone Agricultural High School, Hay War Memorial
High, Newcastle High, then as administrator at Lismore High, deputy head of Murwillumbah High and then headmaster of his old school, Goulburn High.
In 1950 he was promoted to secondary inspector and over the ensuing years he became director of secondary education and in 1969 the education member
of the Public Service Board.
The highlight of his career was being delegated by Dr (later Sir) Harold Wyndham the huge task of administering the Wyndham Scheme, set up in the early
1950s, to review and recommend changes to the secondary education system in NSW. This was the scheme that ultimately would replace the leaving certificate,
after five years of schooling, with the school certificate after four years and the higher school certificate after a further two years of schooling. The scheme also
recommended a move towards large, comprehensive, co-educational high schools. As director of secondary education Yelland implemented the Wyndham
Scheme changes into the classroom. He believed selective schools were unnecessary but as a compromise to implementing the scheme, entrenched selective
schools, such as Sydney High and Fort Street, were retained.
While on the Public Service Board, Hedley was involved in many aspects of government. He also served as chairman of the Archives Authority of NSW, was
appointed to the Sydney Opera House Trust in 1969 helping to organise the opening of the Opera House in 1973, was chairman of the Sydney Symphony
Orchestra and was involved in the restoration of Vaucluse House for the Historic Houses Trust. He co-authored and edited 'A Handbook of Literary Terms',
a standard reference work in its field and in 1988, after his wife died, he wrote his memoirs titled, 'Grandma's Pistol: A Public Service Life', to be published
after his death. A copy of this manuscript is in the Sate Library of NSW. Hedley Yelland died at home in Sydney in 2006 at the age of 100.

3823*
HMAS Sydney - SMS Emden, Nov 9 1914, salvaged Mexican silver eight reales, 1894M.L. Alamos Mint, from the wreck
of the Emden together with letter from the Sydney Captain J.C.T. Glossop forwarding the salved coin, written in pencil at
bottom left, 'J A Costi RNR/23/1/19'. Fine. (letter + coin)
$250
Together with a roneod list of crew on HMAS Sydney on 9 Nov 1914.
After using salvaged coins from the wreck of the Emden to produce medals for the crew and other selected individuals and organisations, excess coins were
sold to raise funds for the RAN Relief Fund.

3824*
HMAS Sydney - SMS Emden, Nov 9 1914, Mexican eight reales with chopmark, 1884M.H. Mexico City Mint, medal by
W.Kerr, Sydney (C.1914/4). Very fine.
$2,000
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3825*
Anzac Commemorative Medal 1915, issued 1967, in bronze (50x75mm) (C.1915/3), engraved, 'R.Mackenzie'. In case of
issue, uncirculated.
$200

3826*
Anzac Commemorative Medal 1915, issued 1967, in bronze (50mm x 75mm) (C.1915/3) engraved, 'E.H.Wood'. Nearly
uncirculated.
$200
949 Pte Edward Henry Wood, farm hand, age 19, born at Brixton, London, England, previously an apprentice pastry cook at the Grand Hotel, London;
Enl.18Aug1914 at Broadmeadows, Vic; Emb.19Oct1914; 05Apr1915 to MEF for Gallipoli Campaign; WIA 25Apr1915 shrapnel wound to hand at Gallipoli;
02May1915 reported DOW but on 02Aug1915 changed to now in hospital with GSW right hand and chest; RTA 19Jan1916; Disch.08Aug1916.
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3827*
Australian Comforts Fund Medal, 1918, in bronze (52mm) (C.ZN/1), with loop mount, by Stokes & Sons, obverse, Australian
soldier holding rifle, reverse, 'New Guinea/Egypt/Gallipoli/France/Palestine/Salonika/Mesopotami a', impressed around edge
'Australian Comforts Fund S.A. Division'. Very fine.
$150

part

3828*
WWI tribute medal, in bronze (26mm), unidentified generic prototype (based on flora it is possibly Australian) with plain
reverse for inscribing name, features kneeling soldier, helmet and rifle on the ground beside him and with Fame holding a
wreath above his head, flora at sides; also Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Oceania, WWI patriotic medalet, 1916, in brass (25mm),
thick (2mm) variety with legend 'For The King & The Empire', with official pierced hole at top edge for loop ring. Very fine
- good very fine. (2)
$50

3829
Jubilee Medal 1935, with brooch suspender bar. Thomas Percival Savage round the top of the reverse and Kempsey at the
bottom. Engraved. Toned, uncirculated.
$50
Thomas Percival Savage was born at Concord, Sydney, NSW 27 June 1868 and died at Kempsey on the NSW north coast on 15 November 1936. He attended
school at Burwood Public School and moved to Kempsey when his father purchased a trading store in 1884. Thomas became general manager of the store
when his father died, growing the emporium from a staff of 5 up to 40 at the time of his death in 1936. He bequeathed his King's Jubilee Medal to his daughter
Lilia Amy S. Savage to be given to her on her 21st birthday.

3830
Jubilee Medal 1935, with suspension brooch bar; Coronation Medal 1937, with suspension brooch bar. Unnamed. Two single
medals, the first in box of issue, toned uncirculated.
$70

3831
Jubilee Medal 1935, with suspension brooch bar; Coronation Medal 1953, with suspension brooch bar. Unnamed. Two single
medals, the second in box of issue, toned uncirculated.
$120
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3832*
Bartolomeo Colleoni Medal, 1940, in oxidised silver (58mm) (C.1940/2), by Amor, edge inscribed, 'The Captain Each Officer
And Each Member Of Ship's Company Received One Of These 11:2:41'. A few toned areas, otherwise extremely fine.
$900

part

3833*
The France and Germany Star, test strike on oversized bronze metal sheet (irregular 53x61mm); test runs in brass of clasps
for Australian Service Medal 1945-75, includes Middle East, W New Guinea, Thailand, and PNG (2); test runs of miniature
medals, all unfinished, includes 1939-45 Star (3), Italy Star, South Vietnam Campaign Medal, cut-out blanks (3), also unfinished
suspenders (2), all by Amor. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (16)
$150
3834
Australia Service Medal 1939-45, specimen strike before fitting of suspender; Pittwater House Service Training Unit Medal,
test run in bronze with nickel plated suspender fitted; Royal Australian Artillery collar badge (QC), test strike in bronze before
voiding, on large blank (44.5x35mm), all by Amor. Two single medals and one badge, very fine - extremely fine.
$100
3835
World War II, Appreciation Medal in silvered bronze (57mm) (C.F/4), by K.G.Luke, obverse, head of George VI left, reverse,
laurel spray at left and panel for inscribing returning service member's name; Fiftieth Anniversary of Armistice 1918, The
Military Historical Society of Australia, c1968, in bronze (62mm) (C.T/8). The first with small edge nick on reverse, very
fine - extremely fine. (2)
$60
3836
Nearest Female Relative's badge (AIF), with one bar, badge number 173747 and bar number 53189; Returned from Active
Service badge (AIF) WWI, reverse numbered 171121; General Service badge (WWII), reverse A (unnumbered); military
related medalets (6); Police titles in gilt (2 different sizes); buttons for SA and RMYC (2); other items (2). The first with some
enamel loss, good - uncirculated. (16)
$60
The Nearest Female Relative's badge was acquired from Mrs Thelma Job, mother of a serving member.
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3837*
War Widows' Guild of Australia, badge collection, includes full size (32mm), in silver, by Pinches London, and another by K
G Luke, Melbourne, number 8376; small size (23mm), in silver, by K G L Melb, number M.127, others in silvered bronze,
by Pyramid, one numbered T 4637, the other numbered W 5111; miniature size (18mm), in silver, by A J Parkes. Very fine
- extremely fine. (6)
$100

part

3838*
Australian maker's trail pieces, 58 Battalion, Essendon Rifles (KC), hat badge, a sample in bronze with no enamel, not voided
and no lugs fitted to reverse; also Defence Medal 1939-45, (2, one thick planchet 4mm, the other 3mm), the first with striking
flaw at bottom edge of reverse, both with no suspension fitted; trail of a suspension bar in bronze. Toned, otherwise very
fine - extremely fine. (4)
$100
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3839*
Naval Auxiliary Patrol hat badge, WWII, in gilt bronze; Chief Petty Officer's rank badges for winter uniform (KC) (2, one
woven and one moulded resin); pair of Royal Motor Yacht Club epaulettes, each with brass button (KC over RMYC over
anchor) and bullion KC and at end in bullion, R.M.Y.C.; together with name tag of Army Museum Victoria Barracks NSW
named to 'Ron Byatt/Volunteer'. Stored in a Medals wallet, the first badge very scarce, nearly very fine - extremely fine. (6)
$250
Ron Byatt, later Managing Director of Amor Ltd, was a volunteer in the Naval Auxiliary Patrol, a WWII unit raised on 25 June 1941 to patrol and safeguard
Australia's inner harbours.

3840
Australian Light Horse Brigade, commemorative belt buckle in bronze, by Leffler & Son, Melb; HMAS Melbourne, sweetheart
brooch featuring ship's crest in silver and enamel, by C.T.&S, pin and securing clip missing from brooch fitting; The Great War
1914-1918 Series medal in silver (45mm), obverse, scene of soldiers at Mont St Quentin, reverse, Australian War Memorial
building. Very fine - extremely fine. (3)
$60

3841*
The Empire Day Challenge Cup Medal, undated (1908-1914), in silver (47mm), by Elkington, unnamed. Blue and gold
toning, small edge bump, very fine.
$80
This Commonwealth teams' competition, that only ran for seven years, was won by 7th Aust Infy in the first year, 1908, and 16th Infy (Newcastle, Australia)
in the last year, 1914. For full history see Shooting Awards and Prize Medals to Australian Military Forces by John O'Connor, pp110-2.
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3842*
Victorian Rifle Association medals, (1933-1939), David Syme Grand Aggregate, 1933, in bronze and enamel (26mm), obverse,
enamelled VRA and bullseye target, unnamed; Templeton Challenge Cup, 1936, in bronze (47mm), obverse, crossed rifles
with Imperial crown above, inscribed, 'Templeton Challenge/Cup', reverse, wreath and monogram initials of VRA and above
inscribed, 'Lieut. D.R.Davies'; David Syme Grand Aggregate, 1939, in bronze (47mm), obverse, facing bust of David Syme,
reverse, wreath and crossed rifles on a target and above inscribed, 'Lieut. D.R.Davies/1939'; Grand Aggregate Champion,
in silver (47mm), obverse, crossed rifles with Imperial crown above, inscribed, 'VRA Grand Championship/2nd Prize/1939',
reverse, wreath and monogram initials of VRA and above inscribed, 'Lieut. D.R.Davies'; also National Rifle Association,
prize medal in bronze (48mm), inscribed on edge, 'Won By Lieut. D.R.Davies. London & Middlesex Meeting. Bisley. 1924'.
The first with broken suspension clasp, the next three in VRA cases of issue by Stokes, the last in Elkington & Co Ld case
of issue, the first very fine, the rest extremely fine - uncirculated. (5)
$300
David Richard Davies, born at Ballarat, Victoria, commenced shooting in 1901, with the Victorian Railways Rifle Club, and proved to be one of the most
consistent marksmen in Australia. In 1909 he won the Campbell match at the V.R.A. annual prize meeting, with a score of 49 at 600 yards, and finished third
in the junior aggregate over 300, 500 and 600 yards, with scores of 47, 49, 49, which was only five points short of the possible. At the V.R.A. matches in
1910 he was third in the Marshall match at 600 yards, with a possible 50, while in a teams match at 900 yards he registered 74 out of a possible 75. At the
V.R.A. matches in 1912, he finished fourth in the King's, and won the Tasmanian 600 and 700 yards match.
0n 14 July 1915, at the age of 33 and stating that he was a clerk in the Stores Branch of the Railway Department and that he was a widower, he enlisted as
a Private with the 39th Battalion. By the time he embarked on 20 October 1916 for overseas service he was a 2nd Lieutenant. He served with the 39th until
wounded in action at Messines in Belgium on 4 August 1917. He left to return to Australia on 12 March 1918 and was discharged on 1 October 1920 and
placed on the Retired List as an Honorary Lieutenant.
In the V.R.A. King's prize for 1924 he finished ninth, recording one of the only two possibles scored at 900 yards. After being selected by the VRA as its
contribution to the Australian Team to Bisley, he was given a send off night by members of the Melbourne Cricket Club Rifle Club on Saturday 26 April.
After his departure for Bisley he was elected vice-captain of this club.
At Bisley, he won the All Comers' Aggregate Challenge Cup of £250 and thereby became one of the Australian select few who have achieved this distinction,
and registered the first outright success of the Australian team during the 1924 series. This cup was won previously in 1907 by Lieutenant G. Shaw and in
1914 by C. Cross. The All Comers' Aggregate includes practically all the open events except the King's, the Prince of Wales and the St. George, and is thus
a difficult prize to win.
Lieutenant Davies was also a winner at the London & Middlesex Meeting held prior to the NRA Bisley tournament. The London & Middlesex Rifle Association
has its club within Bisley Camp.
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3843*
Governor-General's Medal, Officer Training Unit, undated, in silver oxidised bronze (51mm) by Amor, obverse, (type 1)
Australian Rising Sun badge (5th type) in the centre, (type 2) crest of Officer's Training Unit, namely an officer's pip resting
on crossed swords with scroll across containing the letters OTU, reverse (type 1 and 2) plain except for large laurel wreath
with ribbon tie at base, no maker's name, the obverse lettering and reverse design details on type 2 in much greater relief
than type 1. Both unnamed. The first with several small metal blobs, extremely fine, the second good very fine, both scarce,
the first type more so. (2)
$150
This medal was instituted in 1965 to be awarded to the Officer Cadet graduating first in his class at the Officer Training Unit (OTU) located at Scheyville near
Windsor and about 40km north-west of Sydney. OTU was established in 1965 to conduct 6-month commissioning courses for Infantry Officers raised for the
Vietnam War. The first course graduated on 18 December 1965 and the last on 18 April 1973. The first type medal was made on short notice and was only
issued for the first three courses. It was replaced by the second type, more OTU specific designed medal, as from September 1966. Only 3 type 1 and 27 type
2 medals were awarded. See Shooting Awards and Prize Medals to Australian Military Forces by John O'Connor, p171 and figs 364-366.

3844*
British Army in North China athletics medal, 1929, in bronze (38mm), by Phillips, Aldershot, inscribed, 'Company Team
Championship/Lieut. D.Cargill. "C" Coy.' In case of maker, F.Phillips, uncirculated.
$50
3845
Hungary, Federation of Hungarian Veterans cross in gilt and enamel with crown suspender; World Wide Gathering of
Hungarians in Melbourne for 40 Years in Exile, bronze cross, 1989. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (2)
$50
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3846*
Vanuatu, Independence Medal 1980, an Amor sample medal without suspension loop and ribbon. Small edge bump on reverse
and some small nicks, otherwise uncirculated.
$50

part

3847*
Vanuatu, General Service Medal, (instituted 1988), trial strikes by Amor, Sydney, both before suspension added. Both with
some spotting or discolouration, otherwise extremely fine. (2)
$60

part

3848*
USA, Asiatic Pacific Campaign Medal 1941-1945, no ribbon; also trial strikes stated to be by Amor, Sydney, one without
the suspension ring pierced and the other on a larger planchet with the excess metal still intact. Some toned areas, otherwise
uncirculated. (3)
$50
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LIFESAVING MEDALS

3849*
Victoria, Lifesaving token of Bravery medal, 1860, in silver (38mm), with suspension loop and ring, obverse inscribed,
'Victoria/March 12th 1860/Presented to/Wm.Fraser.', reverse inscribed, 'As A Token/of his/bravery in saving our lives/at the
risk of his own./D.McKenzie./I.W.Jones.' Very fine and rare.
$500
Probably Mr W.Fraser, manager of St Kilda Sea Bathing Company which operated the 'St Kilda by the sea' baths, officially opened in 1860.

3850*
Victorian Humane Society Silver Medal, missing suspender, reverse inscribed, 'Martin A.Peterson/11 Septbr 1876'.Very
fine.
$1,000
Martin Peterson was boatswain of the steamer Dandenong and one of the four crew members who made two perilous journeys between the vessel and the
rescue barque, Albert William, and saved many lives. Originally some members of the Victorian Humane Society committee wanted to award gold medals to Mr
Dykes, 2nd engineer and Martin Peterson, however, after much deliberation, it was decided that the bravery of all four crew should be equally acknowledged
and each receive a silver medal. The silver medal recipients were John Dykes, 2nd engineer; Martin Alfred Peterson, boatswain; James Anderson, A.B.; and
John Ekluyd, A.B.
An account of the tragedy that resulted in the loss of the steamer Dandenong on Monday 11 September 1876 was reported at the time as follows.
'The Newcastle barque, Albert William, from Wallaroo, arrived at Newcastle early this morning, and created a profound sensation by reporting that the
steamer Dandenong, from Melbourne to Sydney, had been lost off Cape Everard on Monday last. The barque had on board twenty-eight of the passengers
and twelve of the crew of the unfortunate steamer, all the rest having been drowned. The chief officer of the Dandenong, who is amongst those saved, reports
that the Dandenong left Melbourne at 5 p.m. on Friday last, cleared decks, and squared away for Sydney. On the following day she encountered nothing but
steady airs and light weather, and there was every promise of the passage being a speedy and pleasant one.
At 5 p.m., on Saturday, however, the wind suddenly shifted to the eastward, and rapidly gained force, until it blew a terrific gale. At 2 p.m. on Sunday, land,
supposed to be Cape Everard, was in sight. All day on Sunday there were terrible trying times, and all hands were directed exclusively assisting in whatever
measures were practicable for the safety of the ship. At 1 a.m. on Monday the 11th, the engineer reported that the engines had broken down, and the captain
immediately hauled his ship off shore as well as he could. On the failure of the engines becoming known, the passengers appeared to be fully alive to their
awful position, but still order prevailed. It was soon found that the shaft had broken completely in two, and a portion of it falling had knocked a large hole
in the bottom of the vessel. The ship at once commenced to take much water; and her after-compartment was rapidly filled. The result was that she was still
more at the mercy of the seas, which washed over her and threatened every moment to complete the dreadful work of destruction.
The crew and passengers all this time, amidst great difficulties, were working like horses at the pumps, vainly trying to keep the water down. But finding this
was impossible, and the water rapidly gaining, orders were given to open the fore and main hatches and throw over cargo, in order if possible to lighten the
ship. An attempt was also made to stop the hole with beds and mattresses, but the water had gained so far that it was impossible to do so, and it was evident
that the unfortunate Dandenong was gradually settling down, with no earthly hope for her passengers and crew, the sea being so terrible that the idea of a
boat living in it was hardly considered.
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At two p. m. on Monday a sail was discovered on the port bow, and the Dandenong at once made signals of distress, and headed for the vessel, which, after
an anxious time, altered her course to meet the disabled and sinking steamer. The vessel turned out to be the Albert William, from Wallaroo to Newcastle,
and amidst the hearty thanksgiving of the passengers she ran alongside the steamer, and appeared even in that dreadful sea to be a haven of safety for those
on board the Dandenong. A line was thrown from the port bow of the barque to the steamer; but the captain of the barque being afraid of destroying both
vessels if he approached too close to the steamer, those on board the Dandenong who were on the look-out missed the rope.
The boats of the Dandenong were then lowered, although there was a frightful sea running. By dint of enormous exertions 28 passengers and 12 of the crew
were saved. Seventeen persons were drowned in transhipping to the barque, and darkness coming on the barque could not stand by any longer, leaving forty
passengers and crew on the wreck. The Dandenong lights suddenly disappeared between eight and nine o'clock on Monday night, at which time she is supposed
to have foundered. There was only one good boat available on board the Dandenong at that time. When daylight came nothing could be seen of the steamer,
and the barque squared away at 8 in the morning. There was only one boat and it made two trips. The passengers and crew saved from the Dandenong look
in a deplorable condition. Hundreds of people, assembled on the wharf to witness their landing. A deputation has just waited on the Mayor, asking him to
call, a public meeting to afford relief to the sufferers.

3851*
Royal Humane Society of Australasia Bronze Medal, missing suspender, reverse inscribed, 'Jas Deans/4th April 1886'. Nearly
extremely fine.
$400
Bronze Medal awarded to James Deans, chief steward of the S.S.Gabo, for jumping overboard and endeavouring to save Mrs Binder off Cape Wollamai on
4 April.
Mrs Binder was a steerage passenger on the Howard, Smith and Sons ship, S.S.Gabo from Sydney to Melbourne. She fell overboard on Sunday 4th April at 10
a.m. off Cape Woolamai, Phillip Island. As she was passing astern Chief Steward James Deans jumped overboard and saved her until they were both picked
up by the ship's rescue lifeboat in less than ten minutes.

3852*
National Shipwreck Relief Society of N.S.W., in bronze (44.5mm), inscribed on reverse, 'Awarded to/William C. Irving/for/
saving life from/drowning/on/14 Feb 1893'. Traces of mint red, small edge bump, good very fine.
$400
The Society's bronze medal was awarded to William Clarke Irving of Balmain, who on the night of the 15th February 1893 (medal states 14th February) saved
the life of a young boy from drowning, who had fallen off some stone steps near Darling Street Wharf, Balmain. The medal was presented to Mr Irving by
Lady Duff, wife of the Governor of NSW, at the Society's annual meeting held at the Chamber of Commerce on about 22 August 1893.
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3853*
Royal Humane Society of Australasia bronze Medal, with ribbon brooch bar, reverse of medal inscribed to 'Allen/Christopher/
Bolt/27.10.09'. In Stokes & Sons, maker's case named to Allen Christopher Bolt, uncirculated.
$750
Together with original award document, in leather cover, named to Allen Christopher Bolt of Murthoo, St Australia, Farmer, aged 35, on rescuing Robert
Hall from drowning in the River Murray at Paringa S.A, October 27th 1909, dated at Melbourne 10th February 1910 and signed by Secretary, R.W.E.Wilmot
and President, G.Lush.
Reports at the time stated that the newly established punt at Paringa, two miles below Renmark, was the scene of a disaster on 27 October. Mr. R. Smales,
assisted by Messrs August Greatz, K. Bolt, Ullrich, and Hall, was crossing a mob of horses, purchased at the Kapunda sale. Two trips had been successfully
made, but during the last, in the dusk of the evening, the horses, 17 in number, became restive, and in the attempt to keep them in hand, Hall was knocked
overboard. Allen Christopher 'Kit' Bolt jumped into the middle of the crushing, swirling river (and it does swirl in flood time at Paringa), coat, boots and all,
to save young Hall from drowning. He supported Hall in the water until picked up by Mr Proudfoot and Mr Rogers, who reached them just in time with their
boat to save rescuer and rescued from a watery grave.
During the commotion Greatz was seen to make a clean dive overboard, which was the last seen of him. His body was found in a billabong a few days later.
All the horses were thrown out of the punt, which broke from the cross chain, and seven were drowned. Smales and Ullrich stuck to the punt, and were taken
off by Proudfoot. Hall would certainly have lost his life but for Bolt's courage. The accident happened in midstream. The river at Paringa is now some 600
yards wide, and just at the crossing there is a particularly swift, swirling current.
Mr Pitt, the chairman of the punt trustees indicated that an account of Mr Bolt's action had been forwarded to the authorities. Mr Bolt is a fine type of the
Australian bushman, and would doubtless disclaim, any pretensions to heroism; but there are occasions when the public have a right to demand that a man's
native modesty be overborne. And this is one of them.

part

3854*
The Royal Humane Society of Australia, award for proficiency in swimming with reference to saving life, 1911, inscribed
to, 'Charles Simpkins'; Royal Shipwreck Relief Humane Society of N.S.W. Silver Medal, missing suspender, unnamed and
heavily scratched in naming area; also USA, miniature gold medal in recognition of heroic deeds in saving life from the perils
of the sea, with suspension and shortened ribbon, in gilt. The first good very fine, the second with edge bump and bending,
very good, the last extremely fine. (3)
$100
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part

3855*
Royal Life Saving Society, Award of Merit, in silver (32mm), with suspension ring, reverse inscribed, 'A.T.Dunne : 30.5.36.';
The Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, 150th Anniversary Year, 1974, in silvered bronze (38mm); The
Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, bronze award medal (57mm), unnamed; National Safety Council
of Australia, For Saving Life By Resuscitation In The Work Place, undated, in silvered bronze (45mm), unnamed. Very fine
- uncirculated. (4)
$80
3856
Royal Shipwreck Relief Humane Society of N.S.W. Bronze Medal, all naming erased, also a miniature medal, no ribbon and
loop suspension, reverse impressed B13. Very fine. (2)
$50

BADGES AND PASSES

3857*
Influenza Emergency Worker, breast badge in white metal (25x38mm) pin-backed, reverse with maker's name, 'Angus &
Coote Ld/Sydney'. Toned, extremely fine and rare.
$500
The Administrative Committee in Sydney for the Influenza epidemic in 1919 was located at the Sydney Showground, Moore Park and from here the 60 depots
established in various municipalities were administered. Emergency worker volunteers were issued with this badge.
See Noble Numismatics Sale 91 (lot 1105) for a similar badge, without maker's name, that realised $1,200.
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3858*
Kismet Theatres Ld Drummoyne pass, in 9ct gold (8.9g; 24x34mm), with suspension ring and loop, by E.S(ansome), handcrafted
with voided central monogram initials 'KT Ltd'. Reverse inscribed, 'No 4. A.Howie Esq.'. Uncirculated and rare.
$250
Kismet Theatre Pty Ltd was a theatre and entertainment company established in Sydney in 1921 by the pastoralist, entrepreneur and theatre producer, Sir Rupert
Turner Havelock Clarke. The main order of business was the building of theatres, establishing the Kismet (later Odeon) Theatre in Randwick and the Kismet
Theatre in Drummoyne. The Drummoyne theatre grand opening was held on 12 September 1921. The theatre was taken over by Odeon Theatres in 1947.
Archibald Howie was born in Glasgow, Scotland on 12 May 1879. He arrived in Sydney as an infant on the Clyde on 23 June 1881. He was an early resident
of Balmain and the many positions he held included Chairman of Howie, Moffat & Co Ltd, builders and contractors, following his father's death in 1923;
1927 President of the Master Builders' Association of New South Wales; 1920s Director, later Chairman, of the Port Jackson & Manly Steam Ship Co; from
1938 to 1940, served two terms as President of the Sydney Chamber of Commerce; 1939 Chairman of the Advisory Panel for Defence Works; President of
the Federal Council of the Australian Jersey Herd Society for five years; member of the New South Wales Club and the Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron; City
of Sydney Alderman 1934-41 and Mayor 1936-37.

3859
NRMA car badge, N.S.W., c1924, circular (89mm), in blue enamel and bronze, on metal base with screw fitting, reverse
marked, 'Registered No. 6375', by Angus & Coote, Sydney; another later issue in chromed bronze (91x145mm), flat, voided
initials design with winged wheel at top, by Angus & Coote, Sydney, two pierced holes at bottom edge for securing to car
bumper. Fine - very fine. (2)
$100

3860*
AMP Industrial Department, handcrafted presentation fob in gold (15ct; 8.05g; 29x33mm), by W.Kerr, reverse inscribed,
'No.137/Issued in 1937/To/C.K.Job/Appointed Agent/15th May 1922.' In case of maker, William Kerr, uncirculated.
$300

3861
Gold prize fob, undated (1940s ?), handcrafted cross (36mm) with wreath and in centre a rose gold shield, all in 9ct gold
(4.34g), reverse inscribed, '1st Prize/a token from/Harry Stone/Won by/ (unnamed)'. Very fine.
$90
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part

3862*
The National Club, badge in gilt and enamel, with suspension ring and loop, by Amor Sydney, reverse inscribed, 'A.McElhone/
Life/Member/151'; other accompanying badges, Elephant House Taronga Park, Sydney, N.S.W. in gilt and enamel, pin back;
Essex County Bowling Association, in gilt and enamel, with lapel lug, by R.A.J & S, Southend; unidentified uniface medal
(22mm), in sterling silver and enamel, convex top with monogram initials, 'ACE'. Very fine. (4)
$50
Arthur McElhone had a distinguished career in local government serving as an Independent from 1899-1946 with a brief time as Lord Mayor of Sydney in
1935. He was also a director of Royal Prince Alfred Hospital for 27 years as well as holding directorships in various public companies. The Arthur McElhone
Reserve in Billyard Avenue, Elizabeth Bay is named in his honour. His brother, William McElhone, was also Lord Mayor of Sydney in 1922 (see lot 3010).
See also lot 3056.

3863*
New Zealand Auxiliary War Unit lapel badge, Amor sample without enamel or lugs. Toned, extremely fine.
$50
As soon as war was declared in 1939, this unit was formed in Australia by the many thousands of New Zealanders living in Sydney. The President of the unit
was Mr A.R.Cameron. Members were given training in first aid, home nursing and air-raid precautions as well as forming sewing bees to make various items
of clothing for the comfort of soldiers. The headquarters of the unit in Sydney was at the New Zealand Association's rooms.

3864*
Commonwealth Accredited Press Pass, for Royal Visit 1952, a bronze trial by Amors that has a King's crown above the arms,
no Australia on the arms scroll, has the words Royal Visit and year 1952 beneath the arms and also has Commonwealth
Accredited around the base rather than below PRESS, also other variations with floral display and lack of ribbon bow under
arms. Traces of original red, uncirculated.
$150
See following lot 3865.
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3865*
Commonwealth Accredited Press Pass, for Royal Visit 1952, a trial strike in bronze by Amor, with excess metal around edge.
Toned, uncirculated and a rare example of a never issued badge.
$100
In 1949 plans were underway for King George VI to make a Royal Visit to Australia in 1952. However, due to illness he could not make the trip and instead
it was proposed that his daughter, Princess Elizabeth and her husband the Duke of Edinburgh would tour instead. Unfortunately, while they were en route to
Australia, the King passed away so the tour was cancelled. She later made the tour in 1954 as the Queen.
See previous lot 3864.

3866*
Commonwealth of Australia, parliamentary pass (32x43mm), Amor test strikes in bronze (2), one of the obverse design and
another of the reverse design, both with excess metal around edges. Uncirculated and rare.
$150
These passes, when in the completed format, were issued in 9ct gold with the name of the recipient entered at the bottom of the reverse.

3867
St Joseph's Nudgee College badge, in sterling silver and enamel, by Bridgland & King, Melbourne, an unfinished example;
Paterson Public School badge, unfinished example in brass, no enamel, by Amor, Sydney; PACH(igh)S(chool) badge (motto Vis
Viva) in gilt bronze and enamel, by Miller & Sons, Sydney; monogram initials, HAB fitted on three bar clasp for securing to
a ribbon (probably Masonic), in case; trial strike on very thick bronze planchet (34mm), details eligible, 'Royal' at top and in
the centre monogram initials, 'ACA'; G.O'Brien 6d - 9d token in zinc (20mm) (1890); two coloured copies of cigarette cards
featuring cricket stars and stamped on reverse is 'Armstrong Collection' and address with phone number. Poor - extremely
fine. (8)
$100
St Joseph's Nudgee College is a heritage-listed private, Roman Catholic, day and boarding school for boys, located in Boondall, a northern suburb of Brisbane,
Queensland.
G.O'Brien lodgings at 49 George Street North, opposite Mariners Church. The building was built in 1886-7 as a boarding house, operated by Sampson &
O'Brien 1887-1890 and George O'Brien 1890 - 1892.
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3868
Club and association badges, all test strikes by Amor, all unfinished and many with metal selvedge, includes H.M.A.S. Australia
Veterans Assn; Amputee N.S.W. Association; N.S.W. Parents and Citizens Association; Tamarama SLSC Inc; Delungra Bowling
Club; C.T.D.W.B.A. Pennant; St Mary's Women's Bowling Club; Bayview Harbour Clipper Club Inc (3); Waratah Golf Club
Association; Broken Hill Football Club; others unidentified (2). Mostly uncirculated. (14)
$100
3869
Enamelled badges, keyrings, tinnies, and other novelty items, some world but mostly Australian, also City of Sydney teaspoon
from Amor archives, a large bottle opener with attached medal featuring Queen Elizabeth on obverse and Australian arms
on reverse, a ladies Starlex stainless steel wristwatch, a few small rock specimens, an antique Scottish clan badge in silver
for Cameron and MacMillan clans, and WWII fund raising pins for Russia by Amor featuring Stalin (2) and Timoshenko.
Very good - uncirculated. (approx 45)
$50

part

3870*
Various badges and tinnies, includes Australia's 150th Anniversary, 1938, gilt pin back badge still on official Souvenir card of
issue; Masonite Corporation (Aust) Pty Ltd, Eildon - Victoria, Official Opening Visitor badge in gilt and enamel (46mm), by
Stokes, missing pin from pin back fitting; other badges for Footscray Jubilee 1909; Wellington Week 1924; Hume & Hovell
Centenary Race Meeting 1924 with Ladies brooch bar; BHP Jubilee 1935; Souvenir badge of the Coronation of George VI in
the historic year of 1936 when England had three kings; Back to Canowindra, 1937; City of Greater Wollongong Eisteddfod,
silvered prize medal, reverse inscribed, 'Duet/Any Instrument/16 Years & Under/Awarded to/(unnamed)/2nd Prize/1956';
various others and metal tag for F.L.Lasseter & Co Ltd, Sydney, 1820. Good - uncirculated. (23)
$150
3871
New South Wales Police, hat badge (QC), test strike in bronze by Amor, Sydney, no lugs. Toned, and weak strike on eagle,
otherwise extremely fine.
$50

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

3872*
Territory of Papua, Village Councillor badge in aluminium (34x43mm), 1920's issue, by Millers Ltd. Sydney. (Mira p201/2).
A few areas of light oxidation, otherwise virtually uncirculated.
$200
301

3873*
Territory of Papua and New Guinea, Village Councillor badge in aluminium (35x45mm), post 1949 issue (Mira p203/4).
Scuffing and hairlines on reverse, otherwise virtually uncirculated.
$150

3874*
Territory of Papua and New Guinea, T.P. & N.G. Councillor badge (QC), 1965-73 issue in chrome plated bronze by Stokes
A/Asia (Mira pp204/205). Good very fine.
$50

3875*
Territory of New Guinea, Luluai's TNG Disc, pre 1938, in bronze (32mm), ring suspension and loop (Mira p198-9), believed
to have been used in Bougainville. Gilt worn, some pitting on reverse, otherwise fine and extremely rare, Mira states only 2
known to exist.
$500
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3876*
Territory of New Guinea, Luluai badge (KC), 1945-52, in brass with 2x2mm officially pierced holes for attachment, no
maker's name and unnumbered (Mira p194, L1b). Small tone spot, otherwise virtually uncirculated.
$150

3877*
Territory of New Guinea, Tul-Tul badge, in bronze with 3x3mm officially pierced holes for attachment, no maker's name
and unnumbered, type 1 with tip of leaf pointing to N of Guinea (Mira p195). Very fine.
$100

3878*
Territory of New Guinea, Head Tax token, 1933-1935, ten shillings (type III) (Mira p311), in aluminium (34mm), plain reverse,
holed at top edge; Head Tax token, 1937-1938, ten shillings (like Mira type III but larger lettering) (Mira not recorded), in
aluminium (36mm), reverse with unidentified impressed trademark and below this 5344, upset to 9 o'clock, holed at top
and bottom edges. The first with some light tin oxidation and the second with a score mark that appears to have been on the
blank before impressing details, overall extremely fine. (2)
$100
3879
Territory of New Guinea, Head Tax token, 1935-1936, ten shillings (type III) (Mira p311), in aluminium (34mm), plain
reverse, holed at top edge. Slight buckling and dirty, otherwise very fine.
$50
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3880*
New Guinea Police Force, Native Constabulary Valour Badge, 1930-44, in brass, a test strike (30mm on a large planchet
37mm), by Amor. Toned uncirculated.
$100

part

3881*
Royal Papua & New Guinea Constabulary, (KC) hat badge Type 1 (Mira p240); another but Royal Papua New Guinea
Constabulary (QC), missing '&' and no enamel or nickel plating (see Mira p240, Type 2), a trial without lugs, struck by
Amor, Sydney. The first well worn, poor, the second toned uncirculated. (2)
$150

3882*
Royal Papua & New Guinea Constabulary, Police Valour Medal, (instituted 1965), (Mira p234), trial strike by Amor, Sydney,
before suspension added. Traces of mint red, uncirculated.
$100

3883*
Papua & New Guinea Corrective Institutions, Meritorious Service Medal, (Mira p241), trial strike by Amor, Sydney, before
suspension added. Toned extremely fine.
$50
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3884*
Papua & New Guinea Fire Brigade, Fire Service Valour Medal, (instituted 1974), (Mira p244), trial strike by Amor, Sydney,
on a thick planchet before suspension added. Traces of mint red, uncirculated.
$100

3885*
Third South Pacific Games, 1969, Commemorative Medallion, in oxidised bronze and enamel (44mm), by Luke, Australia.
In case, uncirculated.
$50

3886*
Papua New Guinea, post-independence medal 1975 prototype (?), obverse with similar design as the Independence Medal
1975, reverse with native message drum being played and the legend, 'AHEBOU.UNITE.BUNG WANTAIM'. A few small
edge nicks, otherwise extremely fine.
$50
Together with box for PNG LS&GC Medal and ribbon, also ribbons for Community Service Medal (short length) and Republic of Vietnam Campaign
Medal.
A Hebou Bung Wantaim (Unity in Diversity) was a phrase in common use throughout the tribes of PNG prior to independence. The above design was possibly
a proposed design for the independence medal or alternatively for use as a medallion for distribution throughout PNG to cement harmony among the local
tribes.

3887
Papua New Guinea, Independence 1975 Supporter's badge in the form of a tinnie (Mira p210); Children's Independence 1975
plastic discs (2, one red and one yellow), holed at top edge as issued (Mira p210/1); also South Pacific Games, Port Moresby,
1969, in silvered bronze (33mm), with suspension lug, obverse, Games symbol, reverse, map of Papua New Guinea. The last
dark toned with some heavy spots of oxidation, otherwise very fine, the rest good very fine - uncirculated. (4)
$50
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AUSTRALIAN AND WORLD COINS

3888
New South Wales, fifteen pence or dump, 1813, a wall hanging plaster casting (15.7cm), in antique silver finish. A very small
edge chip at front and a slightly large edge chip on the plain reverse, easily repairable, otherwise good very fine.
$50
3889
Australian historic coins, a facsimile collection, 1970 issue for Australia's bicentennial of discovery by Captain Cook. Cased
with copy of booklet notes prepared by G.C.Heyde, uncirculated. (15)
$50
3890
Edward VIII, medallic crowns, 1936 (2, one gilt and one silvered); mint set, 1981 in United Permanent Building Society case
with medal for opening of their No.2 Martin Place Office; USA, Columbian Exposition half dollars, 1893 (3); another being
a cameo medallic proof copy (30mm) to commemorate the 500th Anniversary of the Discovery of America; West Germany,
fifty pfennig, 1950G (KM.109.1); also Chinese cash coin and amulet copies (2). Mostly uncirculated. (9+1 set)
$100

part

3891*
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, florin, 1928; shillings, 1921 star (2); sixpences, 1942D (4), 1942S, 1944S (2), 1945, 1951, 1954
struck ten percent off centre and out of collar, 1960; threepences, 1910, 1941, 1942D, 1942S. Good - extremely fine. (18)
$100
3892
George VI, 1951, Jubilee of Federation, together with photos of seven proposed designs for this coin by Vernon Lorimer
and a typed note of the background to these, printed at the bottom in pencil, 'From Owen Fleming/To Les Carlisle/1970s'.
Extremely fine.
$50
Vernon Lorimer was an artist employed by the Commonwealth Bank of Australia who, along with other artists, was commissioned by the Treasury Department
of the Commonwealth Government to submit designs for the proposed Federation florin.

3893
George V - Elizabeth II, pennies, 1914, 1915H (3), 1915, 1941Y. (planchet bent), 1943Y. (3), 1944Y. (9, one with fade out
of lettering on both sides at bottom), 1951PL; halfpennies, 1915H (2), 1928, 1933, 1942 (3), 1942Y. (2), 1943 (3), 1945
(several blobs on reverse), 1946Y. (blob under kangaroo's tail), 1951PL, 1953A. Several with some mint red, mostly good
- nearly uncirculated. (35)
$100
3894
George V - Elizabeth II, pennies, 1930 (3, modern proof gilt issues stamped COPY on obverse); halfpennies, 1923 (2, both
modified from 1928); other sixpence, penny and halfpennies (2, one 1918I); obverse uniface copies of the Australian platinum
koala, 1993, includes ten ounces and one ounce, copies of the silver kookaburra, 1993, one kilo and ten ounces, and copy
of the gold nugget, 1993, one kilo, all decimal issue copies made from white metal; also Perth Mint 1994 miniature medals
(15mm) for each of kangaroo, kookaburra and koala. Fine - uncirculated. (17)
$50
3895
World coins, Denmark, five kroner, 1971 (KM.853.1); Great Britain, threepence, 1906, penny, 1918H (S.3984, 4052) (2);
Netherlands, six stuivers, 1680 (KM.2.1), countermark of bundle of arrows on an Overyssel six stuivers (KM.50); New
Guinea, shillings, 1935, 1936, 1938 (3), 1945 (2) (KM.5 [2], 8 [5]) (7). Good - nearly uncirculated. (11)
$50
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3896
Australia and world mint tokens, includes Australia, Sydney Mint Opened 1855, in aluminium (26mm), by Bruce Canning
(mintage 2); Sydney Mint Museum, 1995, in aluminium bronze (27mm) (struck on opening night); Sydney Mint Museum/70th
Anniversary of Royal Mint Branch, 1997, in aluminium bronze (27mm); Royal Australian Mint, undated, in aluminium
bronze (23mm); Belgium Mint, 1910, in bronze (30mm); Great Britain, Royal Mint half sovereign wt (2.13 DW), in bronze
(19mm); Royal Mint M token, in bronze (31mm); Royal Mint London medal, in bronze (35mm); Israel Govt Coins & Medals
26th Anniversary, 1975, in cupro nickel (30mm); United States Mint, Denver, in bronze (37mm); also coin dealer tokens/
medals, includes Paul Bickerton, Ballarat, Vic; Coincraft, London (2 different); Consolidated Numismatics Edmundston, New
Brunswick, Canada; Guttag Bros, New York, USA; Jacques Schulman, Amsterdam, Netherlands; J.Taylor, East Victoria Park,
West Australia; W.Till, London, England, 1834. In 2x2 holders, fine - uncirculated. (18)
$100

part

3897*
Amor test strikes, includes Prisoners of War Appeal pins (2), one convex with cross on one side and 2/- on the concave side,
the other with finished cross design on one side and an old cross design as for previous example on the other side; unidentified
pool tokens (2), one in bright bronze (26mm and 2.5mm thick), the other in bronze (31mm and 1mm thick), both holed off
centre; untitled amusement tokens (3), bronze (19mm), the first with reverse lettering only, reverse dished and no centre hole,
the second with multiple off centre strikes and holed in centre, the last a correctly finished product with obverse and reverse
lettering and centre hole. Very fine - uncirculated. (7)
$80

TOKENS AND CHECK PIECES

3898*
World War I, Liverpool, NSW, Internment Camp threepence, in aluminium. Extremely fine and scarce.
$750

3899*
Barrier Munitions Co Pty Ltd, 1915, fob badge (?) (24mm), test strike on plastic disc (40mm). Extremely fine and rare.
$100
Barrier Munitions Co Pty Ltd was established at Broken Hill in about August 1915 to manufacture shells for the war effort. Its directors were all connected
to mining companies at Broken Hill and offered their services free of charge as did the board of management. A large workshop was built for the company
on Zinc Corps' lease at Broken Hill.
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part

3900*
Middlesex condor token, Newgate Prison halfpenny, 1794, in bronze (28mm) (D&H 393); other tokens, E.Cottrill, Alcester,
Kings Arms beer token, threepence, in bronze (23mm); J.Simmons, Royal Hotel Victoria Park, beer token, four pence, in
bronze (28mm); C.Beaumont, Albert Coffee House, York Road, New Cattle Market four pence, in bronze (28mm), the last
two by W.J.Taylor, London. The first with traces of mint red, very fine. (4)
$100

3901*
Royal Artillery Canteen, token in bronze (23mm), Queen Victoria unofficial farthing, by Pinches (Yarwood BMT001). Very
fine.
$50

part

3902*
British Expeditionary Forces, WWI, POW tokens in zinc plated iron, fifty centimes (26mm octagonal) (Yarwood MMT072)
(2), one franc (32mm) (Yarwood MMT073). Fine - very fine. (3)
$60

part

3903*
Fourth Hussars, halfpenny canteen token in brass (32mm), pierced hole in centre; 4th V(olunteer) B(attalion) Hants Regt,
penny canteen token in brass (24mm), pierced hole near top (Yarwood BMT088); Royal Arsenal Co-operative Society Ltd
tokens in white metal, includes halfpenny (2, dies 1 and 2), penny, sixpence, three shillings, five shillings and in brass, one
pound; an unnamed uniface twopenny canteen token in brass (25x16mm), by Sale, Birm; South Africa, Western Province
Mounted Rifles Cape Colony 1901, uniface brass disc/token (?) (31mm); also very worn tokens for Royal Artillery (?) and
1st Somersetshire Light Infantry sixpence. Poor - fine. (13)
$120
H.B.Sale Ltd, medallists of Birmingham.

3904
N.A.A.F.I., tokens for Austria, yellow plastic ten groshen, c1946 (25x28.5mm hexagonal) (Yarwood NA1); Egypt, red plastic
quarter franc, 1952-55 (22mm) type with (Inst tute.) (Yarwood NE3); France, brown laminated plastic half franc, 1944 (24mm
hexagonal) (3, varieties) (Yarwood NF1, 3, 4); also British Armed Forces, laminated plastic tokens for halfpenny (25mm)
and penny (29mm) (2) (Yarwood BAF1, 2 [2]) (3). Poor - very fine. (8)
$70
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3905
New Zealand, WWII, five milliemes, uniface in brass (27mm), obverse, 'N.Z/5 M/M/Y.M.C.A.' (Yarwood NZT08); similar
(27mm), obverse, 'N.Z/Y.M.C.A/5 M/M' (Yarwood NZT08A, 08B). Stains and discoloration, very good - fine. (3)
$50

3906*
Isle of Man, WWII, Onchan Internment Camp penny (KM.Tn24). Some trace of lustre in lettering, good very fine.
$50

3907*
Germany, S.M.S. Victoria Louise (1897-1923), kantine tokens for five (16mm), ten (19mm) and twenty (21mm) pfennig in
brass. Very fine and scarce. (3)
$300
The SMS Victoria Louise, launched in 1897 and commissioned into the German Fleet in 1899, was named in honour of Emperor Wilhelm II's only daughter,
Princess Victoria Louise of Prussia, who was also a great-granddaughter of Queen Victoria of England.

3908*
German East Africa, S.M.S. Konigsberg (1905-15), canteen token for one hundred pfennig in brass (28mm). Toned, otherwise
very fine.
$130

part

3909*
Germany, Deutshe Gabel POW Camp, WWI, twenty kreuzer in steel (33mm); werth mark for ten pfennig in brass (19mm),
others for five (19mm) and fifty (24mm) pfennig in brass, both counterstamped 'W P'; Fussball Automat (soccer machine)
game token for ten pfennig in zinc (21mm); Volkspark (people's park) token in white metal (21mm); Municipality of Stendal,
pre WWII fifty pfennig token in white metal (25mm octagonal); Netherlands, cWWII, Military Dispensary deposit token
in zinc plated steel (31mm) (2); USA, Navy Exchange, Sangley Point, WWII transit token in nickel (23mm), US Army in
Vietnam, 1st Div NCO E(nlisted) M(en) Open Mess, 1960s-70s token in brass (20mm), USAF in Vietnam, Nha Trang NCO
Open Mess, 1960s-70s Sega twenty five cents machine token in brass (24mm), US Army in Vietnam, V(ung) T(au) R(est) &
R(ecreation) Centre, 1960s-70s five cents token in brass (21mm). Good - very fine. (13)
$100
Deutsche Gabel was a WWI POW Camp for merchant seamen under Austrian administration on the confines of Bohemia and Saxony.
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3910*
Germany, Kreuzer Koln (1929-45), kantine token for ten pfennig in brass (19mm). Good very fine and scarce.
$150

3911*
Germany, Kreuzer Koln (1929-45), kantine token for fifteen pfennig in brass (19mm). Blackened surface, otherwise fine and
scarce.
$100

ENGRAVED COINS

3912
Engraved coins, all Great Britain halfcrowns, William and Mary, 1689, reverse inscribed, 'M C/1795'; Queen Anne, 1707,
obverse inscribed, 'DM/to/AMC'; George II, 1745, obverse inscribed, 'HC/to/AMC'. In 2x2 holders, good - fine. (3)
$50
Ex Professor Peter Valder, together with some notes on his ancestry. None of these people match the initials on the coins but the research only follows one
side of the family back to 1842.

3913*
Great Britain, halfpenny (?), both sides shaved, on one side is engraved, 'Ann/Wright/1786', and on the other side is engraved
a female with hat walking left holding a posy and with flowers in front and behind. Good very fine.
$250
Ann Wright, a servant, was tried at the Old Bailey in London on 26 May 1784 for stealing clothing, medals and coins. The court was told, 'the devil was
very busy in her, she was in liquor'. She was found guilty and sentenced to 7 years transportation to America. Due to the American Revolutionary War, Ann's
destination for transportation was altered at the February Sessions of Middlesex in 1785 to Africa. However, this destination was decided to be not satisfactory
so it was decided to send her to Botany Bay with the first fleet due to depart from Portsmouth, England on the Lady Penrhyn on 13 May 1787.
Many of the female convicts from Newgate, the main London prison, were sent to the Lady Penrhyn in January 1787 with Ann being transferred on 6 January.
The ship then sailed to Motherbank, Isle of Wight arriving on 10 February. Heavy weather delayed the fleet assembling and it was a further two months
before the fleet was ready to depart. During this waiting period there was fever on board the Lady Penrhyn and its only victim was Ann Wright at age 33. The
Captain's log recorded as follows, 'Wednesday 4th April 1787 Winds variable. Departed this life Ann Wright, convict. Committed the body to the deep with
the usual Ceremony.' Subsequently the first fleet departed on 13 May 1787.
There is no provenance accompanying this token other than one of the coins that she was accused of stealing was an engraved halfpenny. During her time in
Newgate Prison, which includes time in the year 1786, it is quite feasible that she could have had a similar piece produced and given to a loved one prior to
her transfer in early January 1787.
See article in The Australiana Society, Australiana magazine, Vol 28 No 1, February 2006, 'Ann Wright 1786' - a love token? by Les Carlisle.

3914
Engraved coins and tokens, 1670s-1800s, Charles II silver threepence of 1671, on reverse is inscribed, 'Charles/Knapp';
halfpenny trade token, 18th-19th century, worn nearly smooth and on reverse inscribed, 'Elizabeth/Shirt' with floral decoration
around edge; halfpenny, 1806, worn nearly smooth, obverse inscribed, 'Rev. Mr. McLatchie/Mrs Muir' and reverse inscribed,
'In commemoration of the Memorable/3rd Sept 1837.', punched hole at top edge; halfpenny, well worn, obverse shaved and
inscribed, 'The Piscatorial' at top and in the centre is engraved a fish in water with a figure 4 overlaid (perhaps a membership
token); Irish halfpenny, 180?, obverse inscribed, 'J.Baker' at left, 'Feb 27' at right and below '1837'; hand decorated Maltese
cross brooch (28mm), brooch pin missing from reverse and small hole punched near top, reverse inscribed, 'LJ' (?), hallmarked
for Birmingham 1883 and maker 'J.M.B' (J Millward Banks). Poor - fine. (7)
$80
The Piscatorial Society was founded in 1836 for the friendship and promotion of information among lovers of angling.
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3915
Engraved coins, all Great Britain, includes James II crown of 1688 and on the reverse is impressed the date '1805' with one
numeral in each of the angles (perhaps to commemorate the British Victory at the Battle of Trafalgar); halfcrowns of George
III, 1817 with brooch fitting removed from obverse and inscribed, 'from/P.T.K/1886 - June 9 - 1911' (a 25th anniversary gift?),
and Queen Victoria, 1881 impressed on obverse, 'E (upright arrow) R'; Gothic florin of Queen Victoria with obverse shaved
and engraved in centre with monogram initials, 'ERB' and above inscribed, 'Born 6th Sept 1878'; shillings of George III, 1817
with reverse shaved and inscribed, 'Harry/Minnie/Gladys/Muriel/Hilda', holed at top edge, 1826 inscribed on obverse, 'W &
P', 1882 with obverse shaved and engraved with monogram initials, 'FC', Queen Victoria Jubilee head with suspension loop
and with reverse shaved and inscribed with monogram initials, 'MIP', Edward VII, 1906 inscribed on obverse, 'M/(15/7/16)',
another 1906 with obverse shaved and inscribed, 'Uncle James/Jan 7th 1910'; sixpences, Queen Victoria young head, reverse
shaved and inscribed with an unidentified family crest with motto, 'Tiens A La Verites', another with reverse shaved and
inscribed, 'I.G.G./(an image of 9 of hearts playing card laying horizontally)/Jany 9th/1894', holed at top edge; another dated
1874, obverse shaved and inscribed with monogram initials, 'SJF'; Queen Victoria Jubilee head, reverse shaved and engraved
with a yacht and the name 'Alice' on hull; Queen Victoria old head, reverse shaved and inscribed, 'Uncle Walter/Xmas 1896',
with suspension loop; another with reverse shaved and inscribed, 'Grandma/Feb. 15th 1897', holed at top edge; another
with reverse shaved and inscribed, 'W. R./A. H. S./22.6.97'; Edward VII, 1905, reverse shaved and inscribed, 'Best/Wishes';
fourpences, 1843 with obverse shaved and inscribed, 'GB', holed at top, and another, 1844, obverse shaved and inscribed,
'The/Missing/Link', holed at top; threepences, Queen Victoria young head, reverse shaved and inscribed with flower design,
edges serrated and holed at top but this broken at edge; Queen Victoria Jubilee head, reverse shaved and inscribed with a
scroll and leaf design and the word 'Papa', holed at top; Queen Victoria old head, reverse shaved and inscribed, 'LD/Xmas
1900', holed at top; another dated 1889, obverse shaved and inscribed, 'LB', suspension loop fitted. In 2x2 holders, poor
- very fine. (24)
$100

3916
Engraved world coins, includes China, Kwangtung Province, ten cents, 1889, inscribed across obverse, 'Xmas 1911'; France,
Louis XV, ecu, 1726, inscribed across obverse, 'J Nightingale'; Germany, Imperial issue silver twenty pfennig, obverse shaved
and inscribed with German text, 'Y. f. Erg. A. d. 7 Okt. 87H. Burow' and with monogram initials in centre, 'HB' and '!';
Norway, ten ore, 1882, reverse shaved and inscribed, 'For Her/Licca Doggie', holed at top; USA, large cent, obverse shaved
and inscribed with monogram initials, 'AH', pin bracket removed from reverse; small cent, obverse shaved and engraved
with star pattern; seated Liberty dimes, 1875, with reverse shaved and inscribed, 'MAMA', holed at top; another, 1878,
with reverse shaved and inscribed, 'Why/the/idea', holed at top; other unidentified shaved coins or discs, silver (20mm),
inscribed on one side, 'CMB/1790' and on the other side, a sailing ship, holed off centre at edge; silver (23.5mm), inscribed
on one side, 'Reunion/374' and on the other side with scrollwork, with suspension loop; silver (18mm), inscribed on one
side, 'Good/Luck', the other side indecipherable, holed off centre at edge; bronze 20mm), inscribed on one side, 'WB' and on
the other side, 'CAC'; bronze (25mm), inscribed with star pattern on both sides, one more detailed than the other; bronze
(24mm), inscribed on one side only, 'Wood's/(small hammer)/(floral flute)'; bronze (20mm), inscribed on one side only with
an elaborate geometric pattern. In 2x2 holders, poor - very fine. (15)
$50

part

3917*
Engraved coins, all Great Britain, includes halfpennies, Queen Victoria, 1893, impressed, 'E3B' on obverse, and '3' on reverse;
1896 with most of reverse shaved and engraved with floral pattern, through the centre is a scroll inscribed, 'H.G.Pomeroy';
Edward VII, 1902 with most of reverse shaved and engraved with an heart; another but shaved both sides, engraved on one side
with monogram initials, 'PI' on stippled background with wreath around edge and on other side, chequered pattern with scroll
around edge; farthings, Queen Victoria 1875, inscribed on obverse, 'PIS'; others with reverse shaved, young head, engraved
with Star of David pattern; another with floral design, holed at top; another with initials, JM'; old head, with monogram
initials, TPC', holed at top; others with obverse shaved, 1885, inscribed with monogram initials, LAC'; 1893, inscribed, 'AL',
holed at top; also love token made from an halfpenny token issued by Parys Mine Company, Anglesey in 1780s, reverse shaved
and inscribed with a central heart with initials, 'E.S/M' and a floral design around the edge. Poor - very fine. (12)
$50
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part

3918*
WWI AIF souvenir coins, Egypt ten piastres, 1916, with obverse shaved and elaborately engraved with Sphinx, pyramids and
a large heart inside which is inscribed, 'To Mother/(a pair of hands shaking)/From/Claude', below is inscribed, 'Greetings
1917 From Egypt'; Egypt forty para, AH1277 Yr 10 (1869), obverse inscribed with initials, 'L F'. Fine - good very fine. (2)
$100

part

3919*
WWI and WWII souvenir coins, Turkey silver five piastres AH1293 Yr 22 (1898), obverse shaved and engraved with Middle
Eastern symbols above '11514/Bagdad (sic)/1918' and around the border at the top, 'Pte Watkins' and at the bottom, 'C.
Sqdn. 13. HRS', at the sides are lugs to enable wearing as a bracelet centre piece; British India silver rupees (2, both Queen
Victoria), one inscribed across the obverse, 'AL (at right)/HC (at left)/20.12.43 (bottom centre)', the other with reverse nearly
smooth and scratched on, 'B.7248/K Bridges'; Great Britain, George V threepence with reverse shaved and inscribed, 'Good
Luck/(image of RAF eagle)/RAF/1918', also Queen Victoria (old head) halfpenny with reverse shaved and inscribed, 'Good/
Luck/1915' with floral decoration above; France silver one franc dated 1916 with obverse shaved and inscribed, 'MM/1918.'
Good - very fine. (6)
$80
11514 Pte A.H. Watkins confirmed as member of 13th Hussars. The British Mesopotamia Expeditionary Force captured Baghdad from Turkish forces in
1917.

part

3920*
WWII souvenir coins, Australian florins with obverse shaved, includes, 1942 with obverse inscribed, 'W.R.Griswold, M.D./
Medical Corps/United States Navy'; 1944 with obverse inscribed, 'Seabees/and/Navy/Port/Moresby'; 1943 with obverse
engraved with a skull above crossed bombs, above this 'Jolly Roger' and below '1944'. The first two holed at top for wearing,
very fine. (3)
$60
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part

3921*
Engraved coins, all Great Britain, includes George III cartwheel penny 1797 with centre of reverse engraved over with floral
pattern; Queen Victoria pennies, 1866 with obverse image engraved over to add a hat and modified hair and dress; 1890 with
obverse shaved and engraved with elaborate leaves, berries and other patterns, brooch pin missing from reverse; 1897 with
obverse shaved and engraved with elaborate floral and scroll pattern and in the centre the monogram initials, 'TLL', brooch
pin fitting on reverse removed; another young head with reverse shaved and engraved with a Star of David on an intricately
patterned background; 1873 with obverse crudely stippled, 'D.K./(a heart)/A.J.' and leaf spray left and right; another young
head with reverse shaved and engraved with stylistic flower and in centre the initials, 'MT'; old head, 1901 with most of
reverse shaved and elaborately engraved and with an arched central panel bearing the name, 'ANN', gold plated, pin missing
from brooch pin fitting on obverse; Edward VII, reverse shaved and engraved with a complicated pattern of lines and with two
scrolls bearing the names, 'James', and 'Ratcliffe'; George V, reverse shaved and inscribed, 'Tony'. Poor - very fine. (10)
$100

3922
Engraved coins, Australian threepences, 1917M with obverse shaved and engraved with a heart and inside hands shaking
in greeting; 1921M inscribed on obverse across the King's image, 'Orange/1927'; 1919M inscribed on obverse at sides of
King's image, 'Hill 95 10-1-42'; an English halfpenny of Edward VII, 1905, scratched onto the obverse, '12-3-16/from/Glen
for luck/Picked up at White City', and on reverse, '12.3.16/from/Glen'; also a plain, brass disc (oval, approx 33x35mm),
inscribed on one side, 'To/H D Quinlan/P.M/(Poor Motorist)/in recognition/of our trip to/Raymond Terrace/7-4-22/From
the/Suburbanites'. Good - fine. (5)
$50
Hill 95 was a camp at Palestine for 2nd AIF during WWII.
H.D.Quinlan on the last item probably is Harry D.Quinlan who at the time was a founder and Vice President of the Stockton Progress Association. He would
later be elected Mayor of Newcastle and in 1947 was conferred with the title of Lord Mayor with the approval of King George VI, thus becoming the first
person of any non-capital city in Australia to hold such a title.

3923
Various tokens and tags, includes Australian George V threepence with reverse shaved and inscribed, 'CGMR (?)/1911';
Australian halfpenny, 1949, obverse impressed, 'BARRY', reverse impressed, 'SQ1'; Australian Queen Elizabeth penny, reverse
shaved and inscribed, 'JOSIE/REG/1968' (a canine dog tag); sterling silver disc (34mm), with suspension ring, inscribed on
one side, 'Russell/Swendson/Fish Creek/Presb'; Belgium, medal 1856 in bronze (28mm) for 25th Anniversary of Inauguration
of King Leopold, obverse shaved and stipple engraved, 'R. O. H. FOX/Y./O/(overlaid triangles below); France silver ecu of
Louis XV, 1730, with obverse mostly shaved and inscribed, 'A Peter/1793'; India, A(mmunition) F(actory) C(anteen) S(ervice),
Kirkee, 'Each For All All For Each' canteen token in bronze (20mm), centre hole not punched out. Good - Very fine. (7)
$60
The Kirkee Factory is located at Poona, Kirkee, in the Indian State of Maharashtra. Its headstamp (impressed marking) on the bottom of cartridges is 'KF'.

3924
Wartime engraved souvenir coins, includes, Great Britain penny, 1874, obverse inscribed, 'May26/Mafeking/1900', and reverse
inscribed, 'E M S'; Great Britain penny of Edward VII (1902-10), obverse inscribed, 'F.Ely', reverse shaved and inscribed, '8
(looks like 6)474/F.G.Shard/16.Bty 6.Brg/A.I.F./C.E.'; Great Britain penny, 1910, scratched onto obverse, 'Give this to the
first young lad on board xxxx', and scratched onto reverse, 'A63 J.Hopper Qld/5 LH AIF/15-6-15'; Australia penny, 1922,
obverse inscribed, 'BJ./11-5-9'; Australia penny, 1943, reverse impressed, 'New Guinea/14'. Poor - fine. (5)
$60
8474 Dvr Frank George Shard, packer, age 35, born at Adelaide, Sth Aust; Enl.07Sep1915 at Adelaide with previous service of 3 years in Field Arty;
Emb.22Nov1915; WIA 07Nov1917 GSW chest and body, severe, in France; RTA 09Jun1919; Disch.11Jul1919.
The only J.Hopper in 5ALH has service no.1410 and enlisted 04Aug1915. He was from Silver Spur via Texas, Queensland; RTA 03Aug1919;
Disch.04Oct1919.
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3925*
South Africa, ZAR, Kruger silver shilling, 1894, obverse finely engraved to add a pipe to President Kruger's mouth and a
patterned hat to his head. Very fine.
$50

ENAMELLED COINS

3926*
Great Britain, George III, silver halfcrown, (1817-20), brooch mounted on obverse, reverse enamelled. Pin missing from
brooch fitting, poor/very fine.
$60

3927*
Great Britain, George III, silver crown, 1819LX, brooch mounted on obverse, reverse enamelled. Good/fine.
$100

3928*
Great Britain, George IV, silver halfcrown, 1820, brooch mounted on obverse, reverse enamelled. Good/good very fine.
$70
3929
Great Britain, George IV, silver shilling, 1826, reverse enamelled (2, one gold plated); also South Africa, ZAR, silver shilling,
1894. The gold plated coin has an edge dig, the last with depression in centre, otherwise good - very fine. (3)
$60
314

3930*
Great Britain, George IV, sixpence, third reverse (1826-1829), brooch mounted on shaved obverse, reverse enamelled. Some
enamel loss at edge, otherwise very fine.
$50

3931*
Great Britain, William IIII, silver halfcrown, 1837, brooch mounted on obverse, reverse enamelled. Fine/good very fine.
$100

3932*
Great Britain, Queen Victoria, young head, silver crown, 1845 VIII star stops, brooch mounted on obverse and with loop
provision for safety chain, reverse enamelled. Nearly fine/very fine.
$120

3933*
Great Britain, Queen Victoria, young head, silver sixpence, (1838-87) with copy of St George and dragon design from half
sovereign copied and inset into reverse and the date 1822 inscribed in exergue, reverse enamelled. A few scratches on reverse,
otherwise very fine.
$50

3934*
Great Britain, Queen Victoria, Gothic head, silver florin, mdccclxxib (die 56) (1871), fitted into a decorative brooch frame,
reverse enamelled. Very fine.
$100
315

3935*
Great Britain, Queen Victoria, Gothic head, silver florin, mdccclxxviii (1878), brooch mounted on obverse, reverse enamelled.
Most of brooch fitting missing, otherwise very fine.
$50

3936*
Great Britain, Queen Victoria, Jubilee head, silver crown, 1889, brooch mounted on obverse, reverse enamelled; another,
1894, no brooch fitting, obverse and reverse enamelled, the obverse with a feature of radiating rays from Queen's image.
Some enamel missing, otherwise very fine. (2)
$100

3937*
Great Britain, Queen Victoria, Jubilee head, silver double florin, 1887, brooch mounted on shaved obverse, coin gilded with
reverse enamelled. Fine.
$60

3938*
Great Britain, Queen Victoria, Jubilee head, silver shilling, 1887, scroll mount fitted at top, reverse enamelled. Very fine.
$60

3939*
Great Britain, Queen Victoria, Jubilee head, silver sixpences, 1887 (2), reverses enamelled, both different; also Queen Victoria,
young head, groat, 1838, reverse enamelled. The last with an enamel chip and worn obverse, the other two fine/very fine.
(3)
$70
316

LITERATURE

3940
Second Anniversary Address of the Agricultural Society of New South Wales, 1824, by Samuel Marsden, Vice-President, at
Parramatta, a paper and string bound record of Marsden's speech, 12pp, printed at Sydney by Robert Howe, Government
Printer in 1824. Pencilled name of Samuel Marsden on first page, minimal foxing, very fine.
$50

3941*
Official Record of the Sydney International Exhibition, 1879, printed by Thomas Richards, Government Printer, Sydney,
hard cover, 1154pp, with fold-out colour maps, list of awards and full reports, inside front cover with leather sticker, gold
blocked, 'Presented/By The/Commissioners/Of The/Sydney International Exhibition/of/1879'. Some foxing, otherwise very
fine and scarce.
$750
3942
Australian International Exhibitions, Report of the Royal Commission for 1879 and 1880, printed in London, hard cover,
491pp, cover page missing; The Industrial Progress of New South Wales Being a Report of the Intercolonial Exhibition of
1870 at Sydney, together with a variety of papers illustrative of the industrial resources of the colony, printed by Thomas
Richards, Government Printer, Sydney, 1871, hard cover, 702pp+32pp of advertising; both books include lists of awards.
Both books with damage, the first with cover page missing, the second with fold-out pages missing at back, some foxing,
otherwise fine. (2)
$50
3943
Calcutta International Exhibition, 1883-84, New South Wales its Progress and Resources and Official Catalogue, printed by
Thomas Richards, Government Printer, Sydney, hard cover, 169pp + Index xiiipp, with list of NSW exhibitors and products;
Report of the Executive Commissioner for New South Wales, World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893, printed by
Charles Potter, Government Printer, Sydney, 1894, hard cover, 671pp, with 22 folding plates, with list of awards to NSW
exhibitors; Official Catalogue of the Greater Britain Exhibition, Earl's Court, London, 1899, Imre Kiralfy, Director-General,
printed in London, hard cover gold blocked with name, 'Hon. W.Knox, M.L.C.', 348pp, includes lists of all exhibits; Australian
Pavilion, British Empire Exhibition, 1924, a photographic souvenir of the pavilion illustrating Australia's attractions and
resources, soft cover, 40pp. All with some foxing, very good - good fine. (4)
$250
3944
Report of the Executive Commissioner for New South Wales to the Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition, 1887-88, printed
by Charles Potter, Government Printer, Sydney, 1890, hard cover, 304pp, with fold-outs of exhibition layout, includes list of
award recipients. Minimal foxing, cover in nice condition, very fine.
$100
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3945
Centennial International Exhibition, Melbourne, 1888-9, Official Record, printed by Sands & McDougall Limited, Printers,
Melbourne, 1890, hard cover, 1138pp, with fold-out of exhibition layout, includes list of award recipients. Barely any foxing,
nearly very fine.
$150
3946
New Zealand Exhibition, 1865, Reports and Awards of The Jurors and Appendix, published 1866, hard cover, 531pp, inside
front cover signed by E.H.Davis; New Zealand Industrial Exhibition 1885, Wellington, Official Record, published 1886, hard
cover, 123pp. Foxing, the second with a tear in back advertising page, otherwise nearly fine. (2)
$80
3947
New Zealand International Exhibition, 1882, Official List of Jurors' Awards, hard cover, 96pp; New Zealand and South
Seas Exhibition, Dunedin, 1889-90, New South Wales 1890, report of Oscar Meyer, Esq, Commissioner for New South
Wales, card cover, 43pp; Auckland Industrial and Mining Exhibition 1898, includes Official Handbook & Catalogue, soft
cover, 200pp + advertisement pages; The Great Exhibition Christchurch, 1.11.1906 to 15.4.1907, by Alexander de Kort,
1985, soft cover, 96pp, signed on cover page by L.Carlisle; Official Record of the New Zealand and South Seas International
Exhibition, Dunedin, 1925-26, by G.E.Thompson, 1927, hard cover, 168pp; Official Souvenir Programme Opening Ceremony
New Zealand & South Seas International Exhibition, Dunedin, November 17th 1925, soft cover, 16pp. Some foxing, good
- extremely fine. (6)
$100
3948
Official Record of the New Zealand And South Seas Exhibition, held at Dunedin, 1889-90, compiled by D.Harris Hastings,
1891, hard cover, 378pp+117pp, with fold-outs, with library plate of Arthur E.G.Rhodes and his signature; New Zealand
and South Seas Exhibition, Dunedin, 1889-90, Catalogue of the Exhibits in the New South Wales Court, printed in Sydney
1890, hard cover, 154pp. Foxing, otherwise fine. (2)
$60
3949
Great Exhibitions The World Fairs 1851-1937, by Robert Wilson, 2007, soft cover, 79pp; the Crystal Palace Exhibition,
Illustrated Catalogue London (1851), republication of The Art Journal Special issue, 1970, soft cover, 328pp+74pp ; Catalogue
of the International Exhibition 1862, published 1973, with book plate of L.J.Carlisle and his signature, hard cover, 324pp;
Sydney International Exhibition 1879, published 1979, soft cover, 55pp; Colonial City Global City, Sydney's International
Exhibition 1879, published 2000, soft cover, 283pp; Tasmanian International Exhibition Souvenir 1894-95, published 1995,
soft cover, 24pp, with souvenir postcard; The Centenary Exhibition 1880-1980, published 1980, official souvenir program,
soft cover, 53pp. Very fine - extremely fine. (7)
$150

3950*
Spalding, Philip, The World of the Holey Dollar, Santa Barbara, 1973, 252pp + appendices, with inscription from the author
to Leslie Carlisle and with signature of L.Carlisle at front. Some light foxing on front and back cover pages, otherwise
extremely fine and rare.
$1,000
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3951
Catalogue of Coins, Coinages, and Currency of Australasia, with specimens of medals exhibited by Coleman P.Hyman,
1893, soft cover, 17pp; An Account of the Coins, coinages, and Currency of Australasia, by Coleman P.Hyman, 1898, hard
board cover, 159pp, with note inside, 'With the writer's Compliments' and at the end, 'This concluding note was written
on 14th June 1893, C.P.H.'; An account of the Coins, Coinages, and Currency of Australasia, by Coleman P.Hyman, 1973
reprint, hard cover, 159pp, marked number 35 of 750, signed by L.Carlisle; The New South Wales Dumps, by W.J.D.Mira,
1989, soft cover, 24pp, signed by author; Coin Collecting Hints to Beginners, by Reginald W.Harrison, c1935, soft cover,
16pp; Coins and the story they tell, by D.Raymond, undated, soft cover, 22pp; Catalogue of the Australian Commonwealth
Coinage 1910-1960, by J.Hunt Deacon & Kenneth J.Irons, 1961, soft cover, 22pp; False Coins and How to Discern Them,
by G.H.Abbott, 1919, soft cover, 15pp. Good - very good. (8)
$50
3952
The History of Paper Currency in Australia, by Percy J.Marks, 1919, soft cover, pp106-151; Coins, Medals & Tokens in the
General Reference Library & Mitchell Library Collections, 1923, soft cover, pp37-44; another, pp1-102; Spanish Dollars
Adapted For US Colonial Use, also West Indies & Australia, by J.B.Caldecott & Alfred Chitty, 1963 reprint, soft cover,
31pp; ICOMON proceedings, 1998, soft cover, 117pp; Medals as Art, by John Sharples, 1990, soft cover, 30pp, signed by
author; The Image Maker, The Art of James Berry, by J.R.Tye, 1984, hard cover with dust jacket, 192pp, with book plate of
L.J.Carlisle, and with his signature. Very good - very fine. (7)
$50
3953
The Gilbert Heyde Collection, of Rare Coins and Tokens, Parts 1-4, auctions by Geoff K. Gray Pty Ltd, March 1973, December
1973, March 1974 and December 1974, the first three with prices realised marked throughout together with official prices
realised list, the last marked with prices realised; also Auction Sale of Australian, English, and Foreign Coins and Tokens by
Geoff K.Gray, 9-10 July 1976, with some prices realised marked in book. Fine - very fine. (5)
$200
3954
Auction catalogues, of James R.Lawson Pty Ltd and Geoff K.Gray Pty Limited, from 1960s, Sotheby & Co, 1959, and
Hamilton Miller Pty Ltd, with references and notations to various collections and purchases of medals by Les Carlisle, noted
catalogues for Estate Late Sir Reginald Marcus Clark Collection No 3, and a few other lists of information. Stored in a 3ring binder, very good - fine. (16)
$100
3955
Australian Tradesmen's Tokens of the Australasian Colonies, by C.W.Stainsfield, 1888, hard cover, 78pp; A Skeleton Catalogue
of Australian Copper Tokens, by Mark H.Long, Sydney 1st January 1901, hard cover, 37pp; Colonial Coins and Tokens,
by D.F.Howorth, hardcover, 94pp; Report of Lecture entitled Incidents in the Life of E.W.Cole and a Collector's Guide &
Catalogue to His Medals, soft cover, 113pp, (Ex Owen C. Fleming library), with an unused Cole's competition card; Outline
Catalogue of Australasian Tokens, by A.Chitty, 1912, soft cover, 32pp; as previous but a Supplement, 15pp; Australasian
Tokens & Coins, by Dr Arthur Andrews, 1921, hard cover, 163pp+61pp full page plates (Ex Neil Langdon library and also
signed by Les Carlisle); large ledger book with handwritten list of tokens in the N.A.Langdon Collection. Good - fine. (7)
$120
3956
Unofficial Coins of Colonial Australia and New Zealand, Adelaide, by Gilbert Christoph Heyde, 1967, soft cover, 92pp,
inside front cover marked No.6 of 100 and signed by author, cover page signed by L.Carlisle. Some foxing at first and back
cover pages, otherwise fine and scarce.
$70
3957
Journal of the Nuismatic Association of Australia, Vol 1-25, various other journals for numismatic societies and conference
reports, also Royal Historical Society journal Vol. V Part III, Sydney, 1919 and Royal Geographical Society of Australasia
South Australian Branch proceedings for Sessions 1910, 1911, Vol. XII and Sessions 1911, 1912, Vol. XIII. Fine - extremely
fine. (41)
$100
3958
Sydney Licensed Boatmen badges, and Great Britain Watermen badges, an extensive file of research conducted over several
years by Les Carlisle, includes photos, copies of certificates, a large list of names of badge holders, and valuable historical
information, all stored in a 3-ring binder. Fine - very fine and an invaluable source of information. (lot)
$100
See lots 2940, 3729 and 3730.
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3959
Tokens of New Zealand, by Allan Sutherland, 1939, board cover, 51pp; Medals of New Zealand, by Allan Sutherland, Part
V, 1940; and the same but Part VI, 1941; Currency Tokens of New Zealand, by W.F.W.Meek, 1951, hard cover, 69pp, signed
on inside page by L.Carlisle; Catalogue of New Zealand Coins Tokens Bank Notes, by William H.Lampard, 1960, soft cover,
84pp, signed on cover page by L.Carlisle; James Cook, Royal Navy, by George Finkel, 1970, 191pp; The First Royal Tour
1867-1868, by Brian McKinlay, 1970, hard cover, 196pp. Very good - very fine. (7)
$50
3960
Atkins' Coins of British Possessions and Colonies, by James Atkins, 1889, hard cover, 402pp; They Made Their Own Money,
the Story of Early Canterbury (NZ) Traders & Their Tokens, 1950, hard cover, 94pp; A Short History of Our Oldest and
Most Useful Coin The Penny, compiled by V.Read, undated, soft cover, 20pp; A History of Currency in the British Colonies,
by Robert Chalmers, 1972 reprint, no.126 of 500, hard cover with dust jacket, 496pp; The Elephant on Coins, by G.H.Abbot,
1919, photo copy in soft cover, 16pp; Catalogue of a Collection of Greek, Roman and English Coins in the possession of
A.B.Triggs, 1924, soft cover, 184pp; scrap book featuring articles and images of various coins and tokens. Good - good fine.
(7)
$80
3961
From Cowrie to Kina, by Dr William J.D.Mira, 1986, hard cover with dust jacket, 332pp, with illustrations and photos, with
inscription from author to 'Ron' (Byatt). Extremely fine.
$70
3962
New South Wales Royal Mint Report, 1860, report from Deputy Master presented to both houses of Parliament, original
document 21pp. Fine.
$50
3963
Reference letter handwritten by Hugh Taylor, Parramatta 7 February 1896, recommending Mr Reginald Carpenter as a book
keeper; also Australian Mutual Provident Society, Annual Bonus Certificate for 1933 and named to Mr R L Carpenter. Very
fine. (2)
$50
Hugh Taylor was a politician who was born at Parramatta on 19 March 1823. He cultivated an image as 'the poor man's friend'. In 1872 he was elected
as the Member for Parramatta but due to the vicious sectarian violence of one of his opponents, a Protestant, Taylor, a Roman Catholic, decided to resign.
However, he won the subsequent by-election and went on to be the elected representative for many years. In the House of Assembly he was a staunch ally of
(Sir) Henry Parkes and in fact acted as best man at Henry's third marriage. He died on 13 December 1897 and is buried in the family vault in the Catholic
section of Parramatta Cemetery.

3964
Home, edited and printed by E.W.Cole, Cole's Book Arcade, Sydney and Adelaide, (1920), hard cover quarto, 415pp plus
family record pages and advertisements, signed personally on presentation page with compliments of E.W.Cole; also includes
a Memorandum dated August 21st 1901, with stamp of St John's Parochial School, Darlinghurst, being a 2-page letter signed
by Wm Anderson (Headmaster of St John's Parochial School. Cover loose and a few pages at front also loose, otherwise
very fine. (2)
$50
3965
Historical documents, many associated with G.A.King, a reporter with the Sydney Morning Herald, noted invitation to attend
a Military Display at Moore Park, WWI and WWII patriotic items, King's Press Pass no.616 dated 1936, also Commonwealth
of Australia Munitions Establishment, Salisbury Victory ball souvenir programme, Sept 1945, ALP Victoria membership ticket
1919 and five ballot slips, The Royal Navy and the Australian Blue Jacket book, 1906, signed by the Editor, another booklet
for Australian Naval History, 1970s, also The Skills of Our Aborigines, 1960, and Queensland's Jubilee Souvenir Certificate
no.542 and National Agricultural and Industrial Association of Queensland Jubilee Show official luncheon programme 1909,
various other documents. Some with foxing and some with tears, overall good - very fine. (lot)
$100
G.A.King was an historian, who worked for the Sydney Morning Herald. A copy of his manuscript, The New South Wales Military Forces 1788-1903, with
associated material is in the State Library.
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